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ABSTRACT

Cold War Strategy, Immigration Law reform and “Assimilationism”: A study of U.S.
policies towards Japanese War Brides
by

CHAU Ho Yan Connie

Master of Philosophy

The Japanese Emperor Hirohito accepted the Potsdam Declaration on 14 August 1945
represented the Japanese government announced the unconditional surrender.
Based on the declaration, the process of the Allied occupation of Japan from 1945 to
1952 started. The period from 1945 to 1952 was special not only because it was the
time of the allied occupation of Japan and also the period of Cold War. Japan as a
defeated country in the WWII was occupied and the U.S. government had a special
role in Japan. The Supreme Commander for the Allied Power (SCAP) had critical role
in Japan in this period and it marked the change of Japan and the U.S. also made
important change on the immigration policy.
The U.S. occupation allowed the interracial marriage between the G.I.s and the
Japanese women. Japanese war bride was the product of the occupation. They
witnessed the immigration law reform, the racial problem in the society and the
cooperation during the cold war. In this paper, I argue that Japanese war brides as the
subject in the reform of the immigration laws. The implementation of different public
laws, from only allowing non-Asia war brides to open to all war brides within the
deadline show the improvement in the racial limitation requirement. The Immigration
and Nationality Act of 1952 and 1965 further reduced and eliminated the national
origins quotas. Asians can therefore immigrate to the U.S.
I also explain the racial ideas in the U.S. society by analyzing the bride schools. The

war brides were encouraged to participate in the bride school before leaving Japan.
They learned the history of the U.S., the culture and society of the U.S. and other skills
as housewives and mothers. They were trained to match with the expectation of the
U.S. society.
I also analyze “assimilationism” and immigration policies. The “assimilation” of the
Japanese war brides in Bride school can represent the ideology of immigration in the
situation of the postwar society. The immigration laws before 1965 still contained the
national origins ideas, which the Soviet Union used to attack and criticize. However,
the U.S. occupation allowed the cooperation with the Japanese government. The
“assimilation” of the Japanese war brides provided a special scene in showing the
encounter of “assimilationism” and immigration law reform.
The Japanese war brides witnessed the change in the immigration laws,
“assimilationism” and Cold War policies. The Japanese war brides were the subjects
in viewing the reform of the immigration policies. Using them to review the process
can provide a different angle to evaluate the Cold War situation.
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Introduction
When the Japanese Emperor Hirohito accepted the Potsdam Declaration on 14
August 1945, it represented the Japanese government announced the unconditional
surrender. The Potsdam Declaration was a list of terms for Japanese Surrender, which
was a conclusion of discussion between the President of the U.S, the President of
Nationalist Government and the Prime Minister of Great Britain, which required the
Japanese territory should be under the allied occupation until all the goals were
accomplished. The goals included, a) destroy all the misleading factors and influence
from the government and society that causes conflicts and wars to the world, b)
establish new order to maintain peace, security, and justice in the Japanese society, c)
disarm the military force in Japan, d) secure the rights of the Japanese people to enjoy
freedom of speech, thought and religion1. Based on the declaration, the process of the
Allied occupation of Japan from 1945 to 1952 started. The Supreme Commander for
the Allied Power (SCAP) had a critical role in Japan in this period, and it marked the
change in Japan and the U.S. and also made an important change on the immigration
policy.
General Douglas MacArthur was appointed by the President of the U.S. Truman
as the Supreme Commander for the Allied Power (SCAP) to manage all the occupation
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“Potsdam Declaration,” National Diet Library, accessed July 3, 2017,
http://www.ndl.go.jp/constitution/e/etc/c06.html.
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works and the objectives mentioned in the Potsdam Declaration in Japan. The whole
occupation period can be divided into three phases. In the first phase, from 1945 to
1947, SCAP’s major tasks were to perform demilitarization, write a new constitution
of Japan, especially about the governmental structure, the military organization, and
women’s suffrage rights and reform the economic power of citizens and landlords. For
the second phase, from late 1947 to 1950, SCAP’s main job was to defend against the
intrusion of communism in Japan through restricting the economic activities. Different
policies included managing the tax system and controlling the formation of labor
unions, did reflect SCAP was determined to solve the economic problems in the society.
The last phase started in 1950 to the end of occupation. In this period, the political,
economic and social reforms were mostly completed. SCAP prepared all the
necessities for the end of the occupation. The military treaties between the U.S. and
Japan for maintaining the peace in the Far East Region and the Treaty of San Francisco
for managing all the conditions to end the occupation and Japan’s responsibility in the
WWII.2
There were approximately 200,000 American military and non-military personnel
were required to station and work in Japan during the occupation.3 On the other hand,
the Japanese government concerned the arrival of the occupation forces. Prince Konoe

2

“Occupation and Reconstruction of Japan, 1945–52,” Office of the Historian, accessed July 11.
2017, https://history.state.gov/milestones/1945-1952/japan-reconstruction.
3
Bernard K. Duffy, Ronald H. Carpenter. Douglas MacArthur: Warrior as Wordsmith (London:
Greenwood Press, 1997), 15.
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Fumimaro, also as the Deputy Prime Minister suggested setting up sexual workers
system to protect the Japanese women from the possibility of rape by the occupation
forces.4 The Recreation and Amusement Association was the largest organization that
provided sexual services in the occupation period. The association built a lot of
facilities in Atami, Chiba, Shizuoka, and Tokyo for the occupation forces and was
financially supported by the Ministry of Finance.5
The prostitution system reflected SCAP and the Japanese government were
worried about the interaction between the occupation forces and Japanese women. The
fraternization policy was not clear in the occupation period. SCAP believed it was not
possible to prohibit the occupation forces to contact with the Japanese. However, the
behaviors and speeches of the members were concerned by the GHQ, and they were
reminded to maintain self-control and self-discipline in managing the relationship with
the Japanese people.6
As the occupation forces and the Japanese women had opportunities to meet each
other, they could develop into romantic relationships and marriages. However, the
occupation period was a special time in Japan. Therefore, marriage between Americans
and Japanese women were difficult and complicated. The Americans’ husband had to

4

Tanaka, Yuki, Japan's Comfort Women: Sexual slavery and prostitution during World War II and the
US occupation (London; New York: Routledge, 2002), 133.
5
Tanaka, Yuki, Japan's Comfort Women: Sexual slavery and prostitution during World War II and the
US occupation (London; New York: Routledge, 2002), 142-143.
6
Reference Moral Guidance of the American Forces of Occupation, RG-16a, Papers of Major
General Courtney Whitney, U.S.A., Addresses, Statements, Writings, of Douglas MacArthur 1946-47,
folder 3, MacArthur Memorial Archives, Norfolk, Virginia.
3

get the marriage permission from the supervisors and finished the required marriage
procedure. Even the couples received all the permission and finished all the procedures;
the couples still had problems to tackle. Sending the Japanese wives to the U.S. was
the couples’ biggest difficulty. The 1924 Immigration Act prohibited Asians from
granting citizenship, which meant the Americans’ husbands could not bring their
Japanese wives to the states. However, the occupation forces were supposed to station
in Japan only in the occupation period. The husbands wanted to bring their Japanese
wives back to the U.S. after finishing the duties. At the same time, the existing
immigration laws banned the husbands from doing so; these Japanese war brides
became a special group of people under the occupation situation. It was also SCAP
and the U.S. government’s responsibility to manage these people. The government
needed to manage the reunion issue of these Japanese wives and the occupation period
made the government more careful about making all related decision.
The experiences reflected the Japanese had experienced lots of difficulties in the
U.S. immigration laws history. By reading the immigration laws from the 1790s to the
early 1950s, Asians were the group to be excluded to grant citizenship. Started in 1790,
the Naturalization Act only allowed alien who were free white person to grant
citizenship7. The Chinese Exclusive Act of 1882 showed a more obvious sign that the

7
“1790 Naturalization Act,” US immigration legislation online, accessed July 11, 2017,
http://library.uwb.edu/Static/USimmigration/1790_naturalization_act.html.
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U.S. government had the determination to exclude racial minority groups from Asia.8
The immigration law that was influential during the occupation period, the 1924
Immigration Act also categorized Asians as “aliens ineligible to citizenship or their
descendants.” 9 The immigration laws reflected the American government had the
intention to isolate the Asians from her territories. The government implemented laws
to limit all the ways and numbers of Japanese to immigrate to America.
During the WWII, the Americans increased suspicion on the Japanese in the U.S.
To secure the territories and the American citizens, President Franklin D. Roosevelt
announced Executive Order 9066 and approved the implementation of Public Law 503
on February 19, 1942, to authorize the Secretary of War to expel people in military
areas and to imprison or fine the offenders.10 Started in March 1942, the Japanese
were asked to move to the selected assembly centers in the western coast. The first
selected place was Manzanar, California, which can accommodate up to 9, 837 people.
The remain 15 assembly centers located in Arizona, California, Oregon, and
Washington. All these centers can provide a total of 91, 223 places for the relocated

8

“Transcript of Chinese Exclusion Act (1882),” The Our Documents, accessed 12 October, 2017,
https://www.ourdocuments.gov/doc.php?flash=false&doc=47&page=transcript.
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“1924 Immigration Act,” US immigration legislation online, accessed July 11, 2017,
http://library.uwb.edu/Static/USimmigration/1924_immigration_act.html.
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“Transcript of Executive Order 9066: Resulting in the Relocation of Japanese (1942),” The Our
Documents, accessed July 11, 2017,
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ript+of+Executive+Order+9066:++Resulting+in+the+Relocation+of+Japanese+(1942);
“Public Law 503 - March 21, 1942,” Internment Archives, accessed July 11, 2017,
http://www.internmentarchives.com/showdoc.php?docid=00104&search_id=9609.
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Japanese. The Japanese needed to follow a series of procedures before entering the
assembly centers. Each family should send one member to do the registration at the
control center, and they would receive a number and relocation information. Each
person can only bring two suitcases of belongings to the assembly center. However,
after the Pearl Harbor Attack, most of the Japanese men were arrested and under the
investigation by FBI. So, on the day of evacuation, the registration station was
occupied by lots of female-headed families.11
The history suggested that the Japanese wives needed to experience and tackle
various hindrances for striving chances to immigrant to the U.S. with their husbands.
Asking for a new immigration act to allow Japanese to immigrate was impossible as
changing and passing a new legislative should go through discussion, debate, and
agreement between different parties and the oppositions from the public. The process
could take years and still not possible to get the ideal result. However, the period from
1945 to 1952 changed the situation and could possibly provide the Japanese wives a
faster pace and easier way to enter to the U.S. The allied occupation of Japan fostered
a friendly relationship between the U.S. and Japan. The U.S. identified her role in the
Far East Region and Japan as her ally. In 1947, “To Secure These Rights,” which was
a report about the civil rights, concluded a result that the government needed to

11
Ng, Wendy L., Japanese American Internment During World War II: A History and Reference
Guide (Westport, Connecticut ;London: Greenwood Press:2002), 32-34.
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evaluate the situation of the civil rights in the society. The postwar period and the
conflicts in the cold war time was one of the keys to the change.12
In this paper, Japanese war brides will be used to represent the cold war strategy, the
immigration law reform and “assimilationism” in the period, 1945 to 1952.
Cold War strategy was not limited to containment policy and Marshall Plan but
can also be a cultural influence on the world. The two reports requested by President
Truman, “To Secure These Rights” in 1947 and “Whom Shall We Welcome” in 1953
showed very clearly that the U.S. government believed the importance of evaluating
and adjusting the situation of the racial minority groups in the States. “To Secure These
Rights” evaluated about adjusting the civil rights. Through evaluating the civil rights,
they believed the relationship with other countries could be improved.13 The way the
U.S. government treated the racial minorities can affect the perspectives of other
countries towards Americans. Japanese war brides were the product of the U.S.
Occupation of Japan. The government needed to settle the interracial couple’s problem
after the occupation. When the GIs discharged, they cannot bring their wives with them
because the immigration act prohibited Asians from immigrating. The Japanese war
brides, therefore, became the models to display the way the U.S. government
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“To Secure These Rights: The Report of the President’s Committee on Civil Rights: Chapter IV
A Program of Action: The Committee's Recommendations,” Harry S. Truman Library & Museum,
accessed July 11, 2017, https://www.trumanlibrary.org/civilrights/srights4.htm.
13
“To Secure These Rights: The Report of the President’s Committee on Civil Rights: Chapter IV
A Program of Action: The Committee's Recommendations,” Harry S. Truman Library & Museum,
accessed July 11, 2017, https://www.trumanlibrary.org/civilrights/srights4.htm.
7

welcomes racial minority groups, which the U.S. government believed it could help to
maintain a positive image among other countries.
Second, the Japanese war brides can show the immigration law reform. In the
beginning, Asians included Japanese were excluded according to the immigration acts
of 1917 and 1924. The gentlemen’s agreement in 1907 between the Japanese and the
U.S. governments further stopped the Japanese to the U.S. However, after the
occupation and GIs discharged from Japan, the interracial couples cannot reunite in
the U.S. because of the laws. The government had to implement laws for these special
cases. Public law 213 which was implemented in 1947 was the first law that allowed
Japanese wives to the U.S. Public law 459 and 717 were also public laws that were
implemented in 1948 and 1950 for the Japanese wives. Although they were temporary
laws, these laws can show the government moved a step to deal with the immigration
problem of the Japanese. Some of the very significant reforms would be the
Immigration Act in 1952 and 1965. The 1952 act gave quotes to Asians to the U.S, and
the 1965 act finally canceled the national origin system. The gradual changes in
allowing Asians to enter the U.S. showed the government understood the needs to
adjust the immigration law to more countries and people of different races.
Third, the Japanese war brides can represent the attitude of “assimilationism” in
the U.S. The war bride school was a very clear example to show the U.S. government
wanted the Japanese war brides to learn to be American housewives. The subjects they
8

learned in schools such as visa and passport information, history, geography and
government, customs, culture and manners, housekeeping and home nursing and child
care showed systematic training.14 The first bride school was organized following by
the public law 213. It showed the Japanese war brides were trained to be American
housewives purposely. The U.S. media also showed the attitude towards the war brides.
At the beginning of the occupation, the media questioned the relationship between the
GIs and the Japanese women and believed they could not have a happy marriage.
However, when it comes to the end of the occupation, the attitude changed. The media
praised the relationship by reporting the couples had harmonious relationships. The
couples can overcome all the difficulties and discrimination from the neighbors. The
Japanese war brides assimilated successfully into the society according to the media’s
description.
In this paper, it can show Japanese war brides were the pushing force to show the
gradual process of immigration law reform and the attitude of “assimilationism”
among the immigrants in the Americans’ view in the early Cold War period. They were
the examples to show the performance of immigration law reform as a Cold War
strategy.
This paper is divided into three main parts in chronological order. The first part

14

Nakamura, Masako, “Families Precede Nation and Race?: Marriage, Migration, and Integration of
Japanese War Brides after World War II” (PhD diss., The University of Minnesota, 2010).
9

covers from 1945 to 1947, the second part covers from 1947 to 1952 and the last part
covers from 1952 and afterward. In the first chapter, it shows the sexual relationship
between the GIs and the Japanese women in the early stage. The Japanese were afraid
of and skeptical about the GIs. The Americans also hesitated about the interracial
relationship. On the governmental level, fraternization policy was not clear, and no
special laws for the Japanese war brides were implemented. Interracial marriage was
not treated seriously by SCAP and the U.S. government. Most of the background
information will be presented in this part.
For the second part, the period from 1947 to 1952 represents a significant change
of the U.S.’s policy towards the interracial couples. Public Law 213 was implemented
in 1947 and was also the first law for Japanese war brides to immigrate to the U.S. The
U.S. government also implemented other Public Laws for the Japanese War Brides in
this period because of the numbers of interracial couples. The war bride school was
organized to prepare these Japanese war brides before they went to the U.S. Official
documents from SCAP will be presented and explained to justify the claim. The
marriage policy, the temporary immigration laws, and information about the Cold War
are the evidence for the above arguments. This chapter suggests the war brides became
the subject to present the immigration law reform and ideology towards immigrants.
In the last part, 1952 and afterward, it shows the life the war brides experienced
in the U.S. These women successfully assimilated into the U.S. according to the
10

mainstream media and government. However, not all the obstacles disappeared. They
had to get along with their parents-in-law and overcome discrimination. The education
the war brides received in the Bride school showed how these women live in the
society and the reactions from the public. The change of the immigration law did not
end after allowing the war brides to immigrate to the U.S. The Immigration and
Naturalization Act of 1952 and 1965 were the changes to show the U.S. government
started to give quotas to people from different countries. This chapter explains the level
of “assimilation” and adaption of these brides in the U.S. and the immigration law
reform after 1952.
In the early study of Japanese War Brides, scholars focused on the situation of the
interracial marriage and the social and cultural problems. In April 1952, in the meeting
of the International Institute of San Francisco, social workers suggested organizing a
War Bride Club for the newcomers to achieve the goals, “to protect and integrate
foreign born and racial groups into [American] civilization”, “hoped that immigrants
and their children would become Americanized, responsible citizens”.15 The Japanese
War Brides were treated as experimental subjects in a social experiment to see if they
can successfully adapt and assimilate into the society. Other scholarly works in the
1950s, includes, Strauss, Anselm L.’s “Strain and Harmony in American-Japanese

15

Nakamura, Masako, “Families Precede Nation and Race?: Marriage, Migration, and Integration of
Japanese War Brides after World War II” (PhD diss., The University of Minnesota, 2010).
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War-Bride Marriages”16 and Schnepp, Gerald J. and Agnes Masako Yui’s “Cultural
and Marital Adjustment of Japanese War Brides”17 are examples to show the academic
focus on social, cultural and interracial marriage issues. Strauss investigates the
background of the American-Japanese couples and tries to summarize the similarities
of the couples. He further emphasizes the strains the Japanese women had to face. The
reactions of the wives’ and husbands’ family towards the marriages, wives’ worked
hard to support the family and husbands were required to work overseas.
Schnepp, Gerald J., and Agnes Masako Yui use case studies to explain the
marriages. Parental opposition from the woman was a common challenge for the
American-Japanese couple. The wife needed to adapt to a new environment and culture,
but the parents-in-law were friendly and willing to offer help to the women. The
American-Japanese couples can go through different challenges; their marriage was
not a bad thing in the end. “No big trouble, strain in marriage” is the conclusion made
by the scholars for the marriages.
Scholars’ works about Japanese War Brides in the 1990s to 2000s are still related
to social, cultural and interracial marriage issues. “ “Out of an obscure place”: Japanese
War Brides and Cultural Pluralism in the 1950s” by Caroline Chung Simpson in 1998
and “Like a Bamboo: Representations of a Japanese War Bride” by Debbie Storrs in

16

Strauss, Anselm L., “Strain and Harmony in American-Japanese War-Bride Marriages,” Marriage
and Family Living 16 (1954): 99-106.
17
Schnepp, Gerald J. and Agnes Masako Yui, “Cultural and Marital Adjustment of Japanese War
Brides,” American Journal of Sociology 61 (1955): 48-50.
12

2000 are the two best examples.
Caroline Chung Simpson uses the lecture course about cultural pluralism in the
U.S. offered by Horace Kallen in 1954 as the start to discuss the situation of Japanese
Americans, especially the Japanese War Brides in the society. She mentions the
Japanese internment camp during WWII to display the difficulty in achieving
pluralism. The Japanese War Brides became more popular and special in the postwar
society, but the society was not sure about these war brides. The media also reported
articles to show the doubt to them. She describes and analyzes the racial situation in
the society in the 1950s.18
Debbie Storrs uses case study to review the difficulties the Japanese wife can
experience in the U.S. She describes the Japanese war bride was as strong and flexible
as bamboo in the case study she selects. She shows a common case of the AmericanJapanese marriage. The American man and the Japanese woman were mutually
attracted to each other and wanted to form a family. The wife’s family did not favor
the marriage because it caused a bad reputation for their daughter. The husband’s
family had prejudices to the Japanese thus the wife did not have a harmony life with
the parents-in-law. The living standard was also out of the expectation and made the
wife work outside to sustain the family. Although there were lots of challenges in the

18

Simpson, Caroline Chung. “"Out of an obscure place": Japanese War Brides and Cultural Pluralism
in the 1950s.” A Journal of Feminist Cultural Studies 10 (1998):47-81.
13

whole married life, the wife can overcome and perform their role in the family and
working environment best.

19

From the 1950s to 2000s, topics of War Brides are focusing on the social, cultural
and interracial marriage issue. However, they provide important and detailed
information about the postwar period. The change from time to time in the occupation
period and the U.S. society are informative for me to analyze the relationship between
the political environment and the War Brides policies.
Dudziak, Mary L.’s Cold War civil rights: race and the image of American
democracy, focuses on the role of civil rights in the Cold War. She argues civil rights
as a foreign policy in combating the powers by the U.S. and the Soviet Union. The U.S.
government concerned racial issues and believed improving civil rights, and racial
discrimination in the society were the best way to promote the U.S. as a democratic
country. This book views the Cold War as a time for reform and civil rights as a feature
in this period. A special group of people, the Japanese War Brides, were unique in the
period that covered in the occupation period and the Cold War. The Cold War’s
influence on civil rights can give part of the answer to the government’s practice on
the War Brides issue, and other parts of the answers can be the U.S. foreign policies,
strategic plan or internal reasons.

19

Storrs, Debbie. “Like a Bamboo: Representations of a Japanese War Bride.” Frontiers: A Journal
of Women Studies 21 (2000):194-224.
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The Cold War and the Color Line: American Race Relations in the Global Arena
by Thomas Borstelmann discussed civil rights and racial discrimination in the Cold
War. Anti-colonialism, anti-white supremacy and anti-communism are the struggles
which affect one another in the Cold War.

Borstelmann brings the domestic problem

and the foreign policies together and suggests the mutual influences. This book focuses
on the American Africans and the Africa countries, but is still important and provide
valuable information in reviewing the context of racial justice and foreign policy.20
The Japanese war brides as a racial minority group in the Cold War are also relevant
to the situation.
All of these scholarly works provide part of the answers to my arguments. The
Japanese War Brides are an interesting group of people but not always consider having
influential in the political environment. The Public Laws for the Japanese war brides
showed their situation in the 1950s. However, the characteristics of these women as a
minority group, people of a current ally, wives, and mothers of American citizens
should not restrict in the social and cultural aspects. The postwar society was the time
that aroused different political issues in the society, and these women should have
played a part in all the issues. This essay combines the perspectives of the scholarly
works, investigates and analyzes the Japanese War Brides in the political aspect. These

20
Thomas Borstelmann, The Cold War and the Color Line: American Race Relations in the Global
Arena (Cambridge, Massachusetts, and London: Harvard University Press, 2001).
15

women were not a large group among all the minority groups, but their influences were
significant that should not limit into social and cultural areas.
This paper highlights the representative of Japanese war brides in Cold War
strategy, immigration law reform and “assimilationism.” This paper analyzes the
Japanese war brides not only in cultural aspect, which is about their life in the U.S.
society but uses their situation to reflect the ideologies of immigrants among the U.S.
citizens’ views. It mentions “assimilationism” as the ideology among the people in the
early postwar society. The purpose of war bride school was to teach these Japanese
women to be American housewives. According to the media, successful interracial
marriages between Japanese women and GIs were couples who can overcome all
economic, family, discrimination problems and were happy to stay in the U.S.
Completely adaption of American culture and living style indicated the level of
“assimilationism” of immigrants. This paper explains the relationship between Cold
War strategy and immigration law reform. It is significant in bringing the cultural side
of the Cold War history. The introduction of American ideologies to other countries,
especially the racial minority groups in the states became indicator and influence in
affecting the perspective and relationship with other countries. This paper brings out
Japanese war brides to represent the U.S. government’s decision in the early Cold War
period. It describes the awakening idea of accepting non-white immigrants and its role
as Cold War strategy. The Japanese war brides can show the gradual improvement in
16

immigration law reform. The importance and the role of the Japanese war brides are
represented in this paper. It shows us different angles in viewing this group of women.
They were not the victims or product of the war and the occupation but were the
witness of this complex period.

17

Chapter 1: It all started with the U.S. occupation: the appearance of the
Japanese war brides
Introduction
There were different unknowns when the U.S. occupation started in 1945. The
Japanese government and citizens were afraid of the arrival of the occupation forces.
The Japanese women were warned to stay away from the occupation power for safety.
On the other hand, SCAP was careful about the interaction between GIs and Japanese
women. SCAP wanted to present a positive image to the Japanese and the rest of the
world who put an eye on their administration. The two authorities were careful in
managing the gender issues among their citizens, but they cannot stop them from
seeing and meeting each other. The romantic relationship caused the difficulties in
immigration law and marriage policy. First, the U.S. government and SCAP needed to
consider the interracial marriages. What kind of attitude should the government have?
What should the couple do if they want to get married? Second, the immigration law
which the U.S. government implemented was another consideration. The immigration
law the government implemented in this period prohibited Asians from admitting to
the U.S. Should the government enacts special laws for the interracial couples? Also,
the emergence of the Cold War can also be another challenge or opportunity for the
U.S. government to design policy. How did the emergence of the Cold War affect the
occupation? This chapter will answer the questions. It explains the issues, which SCAP,
18

the interracial couples and the U.S. government encountered during the early
occupation period. In the end, this chapter can show the problems the Japanese women
had to face and the prejudices the interracial couples had to tackle in the early
occupation period. In this stage, the U.S. government and the societies of both
countries were not favored and questioned the relationship between the couples.
In this chapter, archival sources from the National Archives at College Park,
Maryland, and Washington, DC and MacArthur Memorial Archives in Norfolk,
Virginia will be presented. Record of the House of Representatives and Senate about
Public Law 271 and 471 can be obtained from the National Archives in Washington,
DC. It explains the considerations and the reasons for the implementation of the laws.
Information about the marriage policies is in the National Archives at College Park,
Maryland. It gives the ideas about interracial marriage in the early occupation period.
It helps to show the attitudes the authority adopted towards interracial marriage and is
important in explaining the difficulties the Japanese women might encounter in this
period. The archival sources from MacArthur Memorial Archives display information
about the SCAP’s objectives in the occupation period. It also shows SCAP’s attitude
towards the contact between GIs and Japanese women through the implemented
policies or regulations. It reflects the real reaction of the authority when facing the
romantic relationship between their officials and Japanese women. These archival
sources provide the picture of the Japanese society and the U.S. government in the
19

early occupation period, from 1945 to 1947.
U.S. Cold War policies in 1946-1947
In the early cold war period, the U.S. government had already adopted
containment policy as the strategy to manage the threat from the Soviet Union. The
very first idea to compete with the Soviet Union was originated from “Long Telegram”
to State Department by George F. Kennan on February 22, 1946.
In the “Long Telegram,” the political situation under the Soviet Union regime was
described and explained. Kennan explained by saying the Soviet Union believed there
was no peace between capitalist and communist. According to Kennan, the Soviet
Union valued all the opportunities that could help to increase her power and influence
in the world. The USSR and her friends would cause conflicts between capitalist
countries and result in “imperialist” war that shook their regimes. They would
emphasize “Democratic-progressive” among the capitalist countries so to increase
their pressure and to achieve the Soviet Union’s interest. There would be battles
against socialist and social-democratic parties21.
“The Sources of Soviet Conduct,” which was published in Foreign Affairs in
1947 with “Mr. X” as the pseudonym, was believed as Kennan’s writing and was
treated as the U.S. government’s official foreign policy towards the Soviet Union. In
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the article, Kennan suggested,
“The United States cannot except in the foreseeable future to enjoy political
intimacy with the Soviet regime. It must continue to regard the Soviet Union as a
rival, not a partner, in the political arena. It must continue to expect that Soviet
policies will reflect no abstract love of peace and stability, no real faith in the
possibility of a permanent happy coexistence of the socialist and capitalist worlds,
but rather a cautious, persistent pressure toward the disruption and weakening of
all rival influence and rival power.22”
Kennan suggested the policy towards the Soviet Union and the expansion of
communism should be “a long-term, patient but firm and vigilant containment23”, also
by adopting “adroit and vigilant application of counter-force at a series of constantly
shifting geographical and political points, corresponding to the shifts and maneuvers
of Soviet policy24”, it can finally dissolve the Soviet Union.
The Cold War policies implemented from 1946 to 1947 can represent containment
idea. The Truman Doctrine was treated as one of the policies in the containment
strategy. President Truman, in the speech, requested Congress to provide financial
assistance and military support from American civilian and military personnel to
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Greece and Turkey to recover the destruction from wars. President emphasized the U.S.
have the responsibility to support these countries and safeguarded the peace and
freedom of these countries.25
In the early Cold War period, the Cold War strategy the U.S. government
implemented was to provide financial support to the countries in needs. The U.S.
government wanted to assist the countries from financial burden and helped them to
reconstruct the losses after the war. Settling the domestic problems and economic
problems in order to prevent the intrusion of the communism was the concept behind
the assistance. However, when the time passed, the Cold War strategy and the idea of
containment were not limited to provide financial assistance or form alliance but can
be presented in the immigration law reform. This diversity was related to the Japanese
war brides in the U.S. occupation period.
SCAP’s work in 1945-1947
The Allied occupation of Japan started from 1945 to 1952. SCAP needed to
achieve different goals in this period, and the goals might change according to the
international situation. However, SCAP wanted to secure Japan from war and promote
democracy in the country. According to MacArthur, SCAP’s works included, 1)
disarmed and demobilized Japanese military troops in order to diminish the idea to
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start a war. Japanese should be a peace, security and justice country, 2) ensured
people’s freedom of speech, religion and thought, 3) preserved human rights, 4)
eliminated all the obstacles in the democratic process, and 5) reconstructed the
economic system

26

. General MacArthur believed the occupation force could

implement policies to achieve these goals. He believed his responsibilities in the
occupation period were to
“avoid oppressive or arbitrary action, and to infuse into the hearts and minds of the
Japanese people principles of liberty and right heretofore unknown to them. As
success of the Allied occupational purpose is dependent upon leadership as well as
upon direction—as only through the firm application of those very principles
which we ourselves defended on the battlefield may we, as victors, become
architects of a new Japan, a Japan reoriented to peace, security and justice—this
policy shall continue to be the aim of my administration and should serve to guide
the Council throughout its deliberations.27”
In the first phase, the years between 1945 and 1947, SCAP’s major tasks were to
promote democracy and to demilitarize Japan. The articles in the Constitution of Japan
regulated the government’s power and tried to promote equality among people. Article
1 stated that “The Emperor shall be the symbol of the State and of the unity of the
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People, deriving his position from the will of the people with whom resides sovereign
power.28” The emperor had no absolute power in the government which meant the
power was divided into different departments. It first eliminated the centralized power,
which allowed distribution of power into different levels.
Demilitarization was one of the goals to achieve in the occupation period. According
to Article 9,
“Aspiring sincerely to an international peace based on justice and order, the
Japanese people forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the nation and the
threat or use of force as means of settling international disputes. In order to
accomplish the aim of the preceding paragraph, land, sea, and air forces, as well as
other war potential, will never be maintained. The right of belligerency of the state
will not be recognized.29”
The article announced Japan as a peaceful country that had no authority to organize
her troops for wars. SCAP wanted to make sure the Japanese had no chance to declare
another war and cause serious destruction among the countries. However, the rising of
the Cold War tension in the late 1940s gave the Japanese an opportunity to construct
self-defense forces. The forces started to play an important role in the strategic alliance
relationship.
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To achieve democratization, the Constitution of Japan regulated a series articles
to structure a democratic system. It granted all people enjoy equality under the law and
their “race, creed, sex, social status or family origin30” should not be the cause to be
discriminated. In the political system, universal suffrage was given to all qualified
citizens. People were granted to have the inalienable right in public election and have
the rights to dismiss the public officials. The election was protected to ensure a justice
result. People had the rights to organize peaceful petitions and should not be
discriminated for their participation31.

It was significant that gender equality was marked as a legal law in the Constitution of
Japan. According to Article 15 and Article 24 respectively,

“Universal adult suffrage is guaranteed with regard to the election of public
officials.32”

“Marriage shall be based only on the mutual consent of both sexes and it shall be
maintained through mutual cooperation with the equal rights of husband and wife
as a basis.
With regard to choice of spouse, property rights, inheritance, choice of domicile,
divorce and other matters pertaining to marriage and the family, laws shall be
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enacted from the standpoint of individual dignity and the essential equality of the
sexes.33”

Women were no longer treated as less superior than men. Women can enjoy
suffrage rights as men do. The law gave them the same political rights as the men were
granted. The law protected women to enjoy the same status in marriage and divorce.
Women were treated as same as men in dealing with marriage issues. It was an
important step in promoting democracy in Japan. The articles in the Constitution of
Japan were the results of SCAP policy. For instance, the “Five Fundamental Reforms”
issued by MacArthur suggested giving women rights to vote as one of the reforms
SCAP needed to perform during the occupation 34. Also, while drafting the women
section of the Constitution of Japan, the committee also considered the women’s
family’s position35. It indicated the women became the subject to display the change
of the Japanese society and were used to show the promotion of democratization under
the occupation.

SCAP believed the new constitution could “encourage and assist the Japanese
people in reshaping their lives and institutions thereunder—scrupulously avoiding
superficial and cynical criticism of motive or purpose and destructive influence upon
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their will to do just that which it is our firm purpose they shall do.36” It was hoped that
the constitution could build a national and people that were able “to form the strong
foundation of popular support upon which a democratic state must rest.37” SCAP had
a high expectation of the new constitution of Japan. The occupation force believed the
constitution had a strong power to regulate the government and the Japanese people.
A very western style of government was developed under SCAP’s administration. The
way of democratization was an imitation of the U.S. situation. Nobody had absolute
power in the system. Administrative, executive, judicial and financial were divided
into different administrative power. Citizens were granted to enjoy suffrage right to
choose their representatives. Women also had equal status to men, which was an
outstanding reform in the traditional gender concept in the Japanese society. The
process of democratization was quite complete. Banning Japanese to form military
troops was a complete step to demilitarize the country. The major two tasks in the first
phase were successful.
The first impression of Japanese women
SCAP had explicit goals in the governmental level. However, when it was about
the interpersonal relationship between the Japanese women and GIs, SCAP had vague
policies in managing the situation. Contacts between American GIs and Japanese
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women were inevitable. The time with Japanese women was a new experience and left
GIs with some deep impressions.
Babysan: A Private Look at the Japanese Occupation by Bill Hume was a comic
that recorded the time of the American GIs and the Japanese women. Hume created
the character Babysan to portray the Japanese women from his experience. Babysan
was a word to represent cultures from two countries. The Japanese word “San”
represents Miss, thus Babysan means Miss baby38. According to Hume, Babysan had
similar appearance and personalities,
“Her face is oval. Her cheekbones are high. Her nose is pug. Her mouth is pouty.
Her lips are a blazing scarlet, playing up what she judges from American movies
to be the fashionable standard. Her hair is long and dark and slung into a peek-aboo hair-do”…….She has a heart that seems twice as big as many of her American
sisters, and your every wish is her command. Since she is both a sensitive and a
practical creature, let us suggest that your wishes be reasonable.39”
The Japanese women according to Hume’s description, were beautiful creatures
that matched with the expectation of the American movie's images. They had attractive
appearances and good characters that they were willing to listen to the GIs and wanted
to fulfill their requests. Hume described them as perfect women who possessed both
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inner and external beauty. These outstanding characteristics were the reasons that
attracted GIs.
“Babysan is smart. She may not always seem clever, but she has brains—and uses
them. She will be careful not to appear too brilliant. She may even tell him frankly
that she is a little dense, keep her mouth shut, and let him convince himself.40”
The Japanese women understood when and how to behave properly. They did not
want to embarrass the men. The Japanese woman was a thoughtful person under
Hume’s description.
When the Americans needed to leave Japan, Hume suggested they missed the time
and experience with Babysan,
“Because of Babysan, he does not find it easy to leave. He will never see her again
but he will never forget her. He taught her much but she taught him more. His
education ceases but hers will continue. She brought him a happiness—spiced with
an occasional heartache—he had never known before, a happiness that in some
ways he never knew could exist.41”
Hume’s description of Babysan showed the Americans’ general image and ideas
of the Japanese women. Babysan was a perfect woman. The appearance was attractive
to the American men. They were not traditional Japanese women but also influenced
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by the American culture. The mixture of the two cultures made these Babysan appeared
exotic and attractive. Hume appreciated their characters. These women were
considerate, tried to comfort and fulfilled the needs of the men. The Japanese women
can read the mind of the men and do the suitable thing in different situations to satisfy
the men’s dignities. Babysan were smart to maintain a good circumstance for every
meeting. The American men were satisfied with Babysan both in the appearance and
characters. They enjoyed accompanying with Babysan during the occupation. Hume
reflected the time with Babysan was enriched. The interactions were mutual, and both
sides learned and gained knowledge. Babysan understood the needs of men and
comforted the men in unexpected ways. The life and experience in Japan were
unforgettable.
The Babysan image also showed the imagination of the Orient from the eyes of
the Americans. “The ideological suppositions, images, and fantasies about a currently
important and politically urgent region of the world called the Orient.”42 Babysan was
the fascination of the white people. They projected the exotic character to the Japanese
women thus they can find the women attractive. Moreover,
“Orientalism is a praxis of the same sort, albeit in different territories, as male
gender dominances, or patriarchy, in metropolitan societies; the Orient was
routinely described as feminine, its riches as fertile, its main symbols the sensual
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women, the harem, and the despotic—but curiously attractive-- ruler”43
Babysan was the product of Orientalism. According to Hume’s description,
Babysan were submissive to the Americans. Babysan represents Occupied Japan
which was under SCAP’s administration. All Japanese should listen to the Americans’
orders, and the Americans will fulfill the needs of the Japanese. The Americans who
found Babysan attractive were SCAP and the U.S. government. When they started
occupied Japanese, they did not have a full understanding of the country. They
implemented their rules and planned different purposes for the occupation. Babysan
indicated the erotic and exotic looks of the Japanese women and the Japanese society,
which the Americans fall.
The American GIs were deeply impressed by the Japanese women. It explained
the Americans GIs were willing to accept women and were less hostile to them when
comparing to the Japanese men who were the former enemy in the WWII. The
interactions between the American men and the Japanese women helped to reduce
hatred and increased favorable attitudes. Women did not have a strong character as the
Japanese men in the war; their position was relatively neutral thus enable them to
establish a new relationship with Japanese and American.
The Japanese women can attract the American GIs. After having serval dates with
the women, some couples planned to organize families. Getting married was
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complicated during the occupation period. The women’s families were one of the
hindrances for marriage. The relationship of these couples was perceived as
prostitution, so the families viewed it as illicit and mostly disapproved of their
marriage44. However, the though the Japanese women who dated with GIs associated
with prostitution was a normal idea in the early occupation period. The Japanese
government played a part in fostering such an idea. The Japanese government decided
to established comfort facilities for the arrival of the GIs. These facilities were
developed for “the purpose of protecting Japanese citizens45.” The government also
recruited “comfort women” for the facilities “for the sake of the nation and for the
[safety] of the Japanese women46.” The policy of the Japanese government frightened
the Japanese citizens and caused misunderstanding between the GIs and the citizens.
The image in which only prostitutes had a connection with the GIs was implanted thus
the romantic relationship between the couples received negative comments. Also,
getting married to Americans was ashamed of the families because they were the
former enemy. The history was deeply affected by their decision and the reaction from
the society. Disapproval from the society should not be a surprise. The cultural
background also affected their marriage. Some of the traditional ideas of the family
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were still maintained even the Japanese had experienced the war and the occupation.
The custom of arranged marriages made the marriage between Americans men and
Japanese women difficult47.
SCAP gender policy: fraternization
During the U.S. occupation period from 1945 to 1952, there were approximately
200,000 GIs and officials stationed and worked in Japan48. The coming of Americans
frightened lots of Japanese as they were defeated in the war. They urged to separate
any contact between Japanese women and Americans. The Japanese government
started to prepare the prostitution system for the occupation forces when they
surrendered in WWII. The Recreation and Amusement Association was established
and ready to provide services to the Americans on August 28, 1945, the date the
military arrived in Japan. The sex workers in the Association were treated as
nationalists who sacrificed themselves for the country. This system was welcomed by
the Americans troops thus the brothels numbers increased and most were located in
the Tokyo-Yokohama area.49 However, as venereal diseases spread among the troops,
SCAP could not neglect this situation, therefore, urged the Japanese government to
take action. The government needed to report every infection cases and follow-up the
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patients. Women who were suspect of prostitutes were required to have a check for
venereal disease. SCAP at the end requested the government to close the association
as the infection rate was still serious with all sorts of methods.50
Since the “interaction” between the troops and Japanese women became
problematic, the Americans in the U.S. had a bad image toward their relationship. In
“Chaplains’ aid asked to end Fraternizing,” the reporter mentioned some Americans
concerned the relationship between GIs and Japanese women because they believed
the Americans and Japanese women had “promiscuous relationships 51 .” General
MacArthur emphasized fraternization was not immoral activities and suggested the
authority would provide more “educational advancement and interesting, healthy
recreation for soldiers off duty52.” As most of the intimate interaction between GIs and
Japanese women were about sexual activities, there would be noises from the society
to complain and question their relationship. When interracial marriages happened
among the Americans and Japanese women, the doubt became more serious. In
“Marriage Melting Pot,” published in Washington Post on August 14, 1948, suggested
the Americans in the states had difficulties in believing the GIs wanted to get married
to Japanese women. They thought the Japanese women were not attractive so the GIs
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could only “merely having flirtations with the doll-like Japanese.” However, the reality
was out of their expectation, which caused questions in the society, included, the
integration of these brides in the U.S. society. The level of adaption of these brides was
not only a cultural but also a racial problem.
The public had questions on the marriage between Americans and Japanese
women and the couples also had difficulties in getting married. In the beginning, SCAP
had no clear attitudes towards any contact between GIs and Japanese women. “GI
Fraternization allowed in Japan,” published in the New York Times on July 12, 1946,
reported the general situation between Japanese women and GIs in the occupation
years. SCAP did not adopt a non-fraternization policy in Japan, but GIs’ interactions
with Japanese women were under monitored and imposed with restrictions. The
activities GIs and Japanese women were allowed to have been limiting. The only
possible and safest activity they were allowed to do was to take a walk around the GI’s
barracks and the Japanese women were encouraged returning to home when she
needed food and drink. They were prohibited to put their arms around each other. The
GIs cannot share Army food and any food that made by Japanese people with the
women. They were not allowed to take Army vehicles together; even Tokyo subways
and trains were banned after 11 p.m
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communication and fraternization among GIs, and Japanese women were difficult.
SCAP also paid attention to the media’s reports on the GIs and Japanese women’s
relationship. SCAP concerned the situation of fraternization in the real situation and
the media’s reports.
The policies and SCAP’s attitude cannot stop the interracial couples to get
married. Occupied Japan provided a reasonable environment for their marriage. First,
there were not enough Japanese men after the great destruction of WWII. The
occupation forces became the women’s possible source for marriage. Second, the
occupation provided job opportunities to the women who lived in big cities, such as,
Tokyo, Yokohama, and Fukuoka. The occupation forces can encounter the Japanese
women worker daily thus increased the marriage opportunities between them.
Moreover, some women were influenced by western ideology and preferred a GI
husband. They hoped the interracial marriage could give them a different experience
than the traditional one and even enjoyed a higher status if possible.
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The public was skeptical about the relationship between the Japanese women and
American GIs. The Japanese were worried about the sexual crime from the Americans.
The American society had biased on the contact of both sides. This was the issue SCAP
had to tackle to decline concerns from both societies. In the very first memo issued on
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2 April 1947, SCAP gave an official response about the attitude towards fraternization.
It was a press release from Public Relations Office of the General Headquarters, United
States Army Forces, Pacific. It mentioned prohibited the contact between the forces
and the Japanese was impossible, as “it could not be enforced, would not solve the
problem and would be violative of the inherent self-respect and personal rights of the
American soldier. 55 ” Although fraternization was allowed, the U.S. government
wanted to make sure the Japanese people and the rest of the world had a positive image
to the U.S. occupation. As a result, under this circumstance, SCAP and the Eighth
Army had issued various circulars in 1945 and 1946 to remind the occupation forces
to be aware of their behaviors and speech. On 8 March 1946, “Conduct of Occupation
Forces” was issued to remind the forces not to whistle or talk out loud when seeing
Japanese women on the street56. “Public Display of Affection,” published on 23 March
1946 also suggested the occupation forces will receive punishment if they behaved
improperly57. According to the “Transportation of Japanese Female in Government
Vehicles,” the regulation for occupation forces to carry Japanese women on vehicles
was explained explicitly. A report, included the name of the GIs, numbers of Japanese
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women, the officers who authorized the car trip should be listed. The authorized person
should also be the member of the Red Cross, special service or authorized unit58. It
reflected although the Eighth Army and SCAP did not enact policies to ban GIs’
interaction with Japanese women, they set detailed regulation and memos to guide the
behaviors of the forces. These measures restricted the forces behaviors, therefore had
the function to reduce the chance for both parties to contact. It implied in the early
occupation period, the authority tried to turn a blind eye to this issue by setting rules
to minimize the opportunity to manage the social issue of the GIs and the Japanese
women.
SCAP gender policy: marriage policies in 1945-1947
The “policy on marriage” which was targeted for occupational forces and
Japanese was issued on 13 October 1947, mentioned a list of steps to complete. The
couples should first interview by a chaplain, understand the importance of the marriage
contract and report the place of the ceremony. They should wait for 60 days to organize
the ceremony after the approval. During the time, documents included, affidavit and
evident to present their legal status to enter a marriage, physical examination to prove
negative reaction to contagious disease, should be prepared. Finally, the successful
couples can receive an approving letter and application and required to sign the
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statement to agree on the condition that allowed their marriage.59
The United States Department of War did not impose any restrictions to the
marriage of overseas military personnel, but they also did not encourage their marriage.
The department believed these marriages could cause various problems thus the
commander should make careful consideration before permitting the marriage
application. A letter issued on 24 November 1943, by the War Department with the
subject, “Overseas marriages of Military Personnel” listed a series of problems the
military personnel had to face if married with aliens. It first cited a paragraph from
Section II in Circular 305 issued by the War Department on 8 September 1942 to
describe a basic procedure for getting married overseas. “No military personnel on
duty in the Panama Canal Zone or in any foreign country or possession may marry
without the approval of the commanding officer of the United States Army forces
stationed in the Panama Canal Zone or in such foreign country or possession.60” Issue
about marriage between American GIs and foreign people were not specialized for the
occupation period. The government had the intention to stop GIs to form families with
foreigners. Setting up procedures can increase the difficulties to achieve success in
application. According to the letter, the procedure of asking permission was because
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of serval problems caused by these interracial marriages. These major questions that
they should consider were related to the existing laws in the U.S., which could cause
a barrier to the relationship. First, the immigration and naturalizations laws prohibited
aliens to be citizens of the U.S., thus the alien people were prohibited from admitting
into the U.S. even they were married to U.S. citizens. Second, their marriage would
not be recognized in some states as the laws of the state banned the marriage with some
races. The validity of marriage was not guaranteed in the U.S. Getting married to
American citizens did not make the aliens automatically granted American citizenships.
Third, once the American consular officer suggested the alien as a public charge, the
officer can reject the aliens’ admission. The War Department also indicated there was
no special treatment to the married GIs and the alien spouses. Family was not the
consideration in mobilizing military personnel. The government was not responsible
for providing transportation to the alien spouses, and the dependency allowances were
also terminated for six months following the end of the present war. This early letter
reviewed the U.S. government did not encourage this type of marriage61. The existing
laws were strong hindrances to interracial marriage.
The check slip issued in November 1945 by the Headquarters Eighth Army
regulated instruction for military personnel who attempted to marry Japanese. A
standard statement was provided for officers to reply the applicants. “Not favorably
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considered as it is not believed this marriage has a reasonable chance of success in
view of existing Immigration Laws, cited in paragraph 3, AFPAC’ Circular 70, 1945,
excluding Japanese Nationals from entry into the United States. 62” Immigration of
aliens was the key concern and the biggest reason to refuse the marriages. The U.S.
government also had no intention to amend present immigration law. The government
believed these hindrances could stop some of the couples to form families. A large
number of Japanese wives was not the government’s expectation.
During the occupation period, SCAP had further discussed the marriage issue.
Marriage with Japanese “should be discouraged63” and explicit reasons were listed.
Among all the reasons, the first two suggested the strict restrictions helped to reduce
immigration problems and were an important security measure. It explained SCAP
implies the defeated Japanese were still enemy and before imposing reform in the
Japanese government, restrict their marriage was a protective measure to the U.S. In
addition, the U.S. government did not have the intention to amend the immigration and
naturalization policies64. However, as there are no regulations to prohibit two people
to get married in Japan, SCAP can only develop guidelines to limit the numbers of the
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U.S. citizens and Japanese spouses. All the discussions reflected the U.S. government
was pessimistic about the interracial marriage. The government did not prepare to open
doors for such a large number of alien spouses to the U.S. The immigration policies
were also complicated that the government cannot solve and found no urgent to tackle
soon.
Although the War Department did not encourage marriages between occupation
government officers and Japanese, the possibility of interracial marriages was
inevitable. The Headquarters Eighth Army issued a “Marriage of military personnel in
Japan” policy on 8 July 1946 as the guidance for the marriage procedures for the
occupation officers. In the notice, it emphasized the first step of the application was
that the applicants should get the approval from the command and according to the
AFPAC Circular No. 70, of General Headquarters, 15 September 1945. The couples
should also understand the marriage regulation in Japan. The couple will not receive a
certificate or require organizing a wedding ceremony to complete their marriage. They
should only notice the census rolls officer of their place with witnesses or parental
consent for registration. Based on the practice in Japan, the couples had no proof to
justify their husband-wife relationship, and therefore the couples could announce their
marriage in the office of the United States Consul, which they can receive a certificate
and written knowledge to represent the Japanese census officer had obtained the
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notification and declaration of the marriage in the Yokohama Branch65.
Existing immigration laws
It was complicated to implement special immigration policies to alien spouses.
Immigration Act of 1924 as the existing immigration law regulated the types of
immigrants. Immigration Act of 1924 was approved on May 24, 1924, which used
national origin as the base to regulate the immigration system and to reduce the number
of immigrants to the U.S. The quota system was adopted on July 1, 1927. The quota
for immigrants from each country was regulated to 2% of the U.S. citizens from each
country according to the 1890 United States Census. It was guaranteed the minimum
quota for each country was 100. The applicant for quota immigrant should be 21 years
old and unmarried; parents or spouse of a 21 years old or above U.S. citizens;
immigrants who had agriculture skills and his wife and dependent children were under
16 years old66.
For non-quota immigrant, the person should be under 18 years old and unmarried;
the wife of a U.S. citizen; immigrant who had already admitted into the U.S. and return
from a short trip; “immigrant who was born in the Dominion of Canada,
Newfoundland, the Republic of Mexico, the Republic of Cuba, the Republic of Haiti,
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the Dominican Republic, the Canal Zone, or an independent country of Central or
South America, and his wife, and his unmarried children under 18 years of age67”; and
also other situations, such as studied, went on holidays or worked in the U.S.
All the immigrants should meet consular officers for visas to the U.S. Personal
information, included, the nationality, type of immigrant, the validity period of the visa
and other required laws were listed in the visa. Immigrants should leave the U.S. when
the visa was expired. Consular officers had authority to reject the application if the
applicants violated immigration laws. The applicants should pay 9 dollars for the visa68.
The 1924 Immigration Act did classify some people as “ineligible to citizenship.”
These people were already banned in previous laws and were continued under this
immigration act. Chinese were prohibited because of the Chinese Exclusive Act
enacted in 1882. The act was supposed to be effective for ten years but was finally
became a permanent law in 1902. Under this regulation, Chinese labors were banned
from the U.S because they “endanger[s] the good order of certain localities within the
territory thereof69.” Chinese who were already in the U.S. also had to follow strict
regulation in this act. They needed to apply for certificates for departure and return
from the U.S. The U.S. government extremely cared about the immigration about the
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Chinese and tried to make the Chinese population under control70.
Japanese were excluded because of the Gentleman’s agreement, which was an
unofficial agreement between the Japanese government and the U.S. government in
1907, during the President Theodore Roosevelt’s period. Yellow Peril was popular in
California and the Japanese were hatred. Both governments wanted to relieve tension
between the people and came up with some agreements. One of the objectives was to
reduce the number of Japanese labors to the U.S71.
The previous immigration law, 1917 Immigration Act further banned Asians from
entering the U.S.People from the Asiatic Barred Zone were not allowed to admit to the
U.S. All the Asians were excluded from the U.S. under the restriction72.
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Under this situation, all Asians were prohibited from admitting into the U.S. Only
Europeans can apply as immigrant or non- immigrant visa to the U.S.
The selection in the 1924 Immigration Act suggested the Americans did not
welcome Asians. They suspended the Asians in their country, so they continued to use
some previous policies to maintain the barrier. The Americans also aimed to reduce
the number of immigrants in the country by setting quotas. It represented that the U.S.
government adopted a conservative attitude in the early 1920s. They needed to ensure
the percentage of immigrants was balance with the “local” Americans. The quota for
immigrants can avoid people from the same countries to form their power. It was a
clear sign in showing the discrimination toward racial groups that the government
titled as not favorable. This careful immigration regulation was a big hindrance for
amendment in the future. The Japanese war brides received more problems than others
as the immigration laws had already banned them from admitting into the U.S.
The following table shows the alien immigrants who got admitted to the U.S.
from 1917-1926. The 1917 Immigration Act and 1924 Immigration Act restricted
aliens to the U.S. Since the implementation of 1917 Immigration Act, the number of
immigrants from Eastern Europe and Italy reduced and the situation remained when
the 1924 Immigration Act enacted. However, the number of immigrants from Great
Britain remained similar. It represented the immigration acts in the U.S. favored people
from northern Europe, but people from other parts of Europe were not welcomed. The
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ruling elites of the U.S. government wanted to absorb people from a similar culture.
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Table 1: Numbers of aliens admitted to the U.S., 1917-192674
Year Total
Country of Origin
Entering
Great Britain
Eastern Europe (Romania, Italy
the U.S.
Bulgaria and Turkey)

1917 295,403

10, 735

369

34,596

1918 110,618

2, 516

93

5, 250

1919 141,132

6,797

51

1, 884

1920 430,001

38,471

3,913

95,145

1921 805,228

51,142

32,793

222,260

1922 309,556

25,153

12,244

40,319

1923 522,919

45,759

16,082

46,674

1924 706,896

59,490

13,173

56,246

1925 294,314

27,172

1,566

6,203

1926 304,488

25,528

1,596

8,253
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When the WWII was over and the servicemen left the military base to home, the family
reunification issue was an urgent topic to discuss. There were approximately 75,000
to 100,000 aliens’ spouses over the world. It was estimated that about 40,000 to 55,000
spouses came from Great Britain. The government believed these aliens would apply
for admission into the U.S. temporarily through the help of administrative officers or
private bills from Congress for approval. Forming families was the servicemen’s right
and the cost of individual application of the above methods were expensive; therefore,
Public Laws 271(H.R.4857) was implemented to fulfill all the needs. Public Law 271,
also named as War Brides Act, which was enacted in December 1945 and was the first
Public Law to settle war brides problem. Alien spouses and alien minor children were
benefited under the law. It allowed these spouses of the U.S. Armed Force to apply
admission to the US as non-quota immigrants under the limitation of Immigration Act
of 1924. The committee mentioned this law was emergency legislation because the
alien wives and children could not automatically obtain the citizenship of the husbands’
country as in the World War I, thus this law only effective for three years to deal with
the temporary needs75.
In the next year, the committee considered enacting another bill for alien spouses.
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They believed the soldiers risked their lives in the WWII and finally meet their spouses
overseas, the government should give them the opportunity to send the spouses to the
U.S. and get married. At the same time, the annual immigration quotas for some
countries were so limited that could cause many years to process all the applications.
Under this situation, Public Law 471(S.2122) announced that the aliens’ fiancées and
fiancés could apply for nonimmigrant temporary visitors to America and finished the
marriage within three months. The alien spouses should fulfill three requirements for
the application. First, they should not be the exclusive subject under the immigration
laws. Second, they should get a quota immigration visa before getting a non-quota
immigration visa. Last, they should get married within the designated time. Japanese
brides were not benefited because they cannot apply for admission under the
immigration law76.
The Japanese war brides were not considered and benefited under Public Laws
271 and 471. It was probably the two laws were implemented in the initial period of
the occupation period. The government did not see immigration laws for Japanese as
necessary and the alien spouses from Europe were large in number and required to
settle soon after the WWII. On the other hand, the government believed the
immigration laws and the military regulation could stop American GIs to form families
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with Japanese. All these procedures discouraged interracial marriage. However, as the
occupation forces continued her administration in Japan, there would be requests about
immigration laws for Japanese from the interracial couples. Public Laws 271 and 471
showed marriages between American citizens and alien were inevitable. It would be
difficult to maintain the immigration laws which prohibited Japanese and the
government needed to consider fulfilling the needs of the GIs and Japanese women.
The U.S. government had a relatively open attitude toward the marriage between
American GIs and white people. The obstacles the GIs and the white war brides were
different from the Japanese women as the race problem was declined and the
immigration law allowed white people’s application. However, the government which
the war brides came from shared similar ideas about the marriages and were suspicious
of the level of success of the marriages even they did not have the significant racial
problems.

In Britain, the government was positive to the American GIs and taught

the citizens to accept the duties the GIs performed in Britain during the war. “Meet the
U.S. Army” was a pamphlet published by the British government in the WWII. It was
issued by the Ministry of Information for the Board of Education. The government
encouraged teachers to use this pamphlet to educate their students about the Americans
and the war they were fighting. British can understand some basic information about
America, included, the history, geography and culture of America, the American troops
and the war. The government encouraged a positive attitude between her citizens and
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American GIs. They promoted the Americans armies as disciplined and well-trained
troops that British can believe in and should cooperate. The citizens can understand
the differences between Britain and American and the situation when the Americans
fought at war77. However, when talking about the marriage between American GIs and
British women, the positive attitude was not maintained. The words from Cyril
Radcliffeh, the director general of the Ministry of Information showed the questionable
situation of the marriages. “There is no limit to the harm that is capable of being done
if relations between the American soldiers and the local inhabitants go awry.78” Having
intimate relationships with Americans could cause adverse effect among the two
governments’ cooperation. The British government organized different hospitality
programs in Britain to foster a friendly relationship between the citizens and the
American soldiers. Activities, such as Americans GIs as sponsors in the orphan
program in Britain and meeting with British mothers in Mother’s day. Citizens were
also encouraged to participate in dancing and parade activities with Americans 79 .
These activities provided chances for British women and American soldiers to contact
and interaction. However, these activities were not attempted to foster the marriage
between the GIs and British women. The British government aimed to use the activities
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to encourage understanding of the GIs and promote a smoother tension among the
Americans and British. Their marriage was still questionable and suspicious.
The case of Australia also showed a similar result to Britain. In Australia, the
society had an ambivalent attitude towards the relationship between Australian women
and American GIs. Some conservatives suggested the Americans should only stay with
Americans girls and the government needs to ban marriages between her citizens and
the Americans in the war. There were also people kept an open mind on this
relationship. However, the Australian society adopted a protective measure to the
Australian bride-to-be. Women organizations, such as The United Association of
Women, monitored the U.S. government policies to ensure the Australian women were
treated equally and had acceptable treatment as Americans. When the Australian war
brides and their children were transported to the U.S. before the War Brides Act was
adopted, it represented the U.S. government accepted these people and the attitude was
positive80.
The situation in Italy was similar to Japan, but the result was still different. As an
enemy in the WWII and the tradition views of Italian in the U.S. as a group of less
superior white, the American did not trust Italian and the women they contacted also
linked as prostitutes. In the survey conducted by the Mediterranean theater of
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operations, U.S. Army, about the sexual activities the American soldiers had in Italy.
The result showed that 74% and 96% of white and black soldiers had sex in Italy and
70% and 76% of white and black men needed to pay for the sexual service. These men
mentioned the strict restrictions stop them to meet normal women other than prostitutes.
When the couples overcame all the obstacles and came to the marriage process, the
government still tried to stop them from this process. The application form was
rejected and one of the applicants suggested the rejection was probably related to the
disagreement and distrustful about the marriage between American and Italian. 81
However, it was surprising that the Italian war brides did not need to wait for another
war brides as the Japanese did. 9,046 Italian war brides were benefited under the War
Brides Act and allowed to enter into the U.S82.
The above three countries represented similar situations and the attitudes of the
U.S. government. The British believed the marriage could affect the cooperation of the
two governments in a bad way. They were not sure about the results of such marriages.
In Australia, marriage between Australian women and American men was
controversial. There were women groups monitored the laws and protected the
Australian women. The Australian war brides successfully married with American
husbands and were benefited under the War Brides Act in 1945. The circumstance of
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Italy was similar to the Japanese. They were both the enemies of the U.S. in the WWII,
which made the Americans suspended about their citizens. However, the result was
different than the Italian war brides can enter into the U.S. in 1945, but the Japanese
needed to wait until 1947 for another law. The Japanese were special in this
circumstance; the government did not encourage the marriage and also suspended
about the relationship. The difficulties the Japanese war brides had to face were not
the same as the white war brides. Marriage among Japanese and Americans was not
only about the laws but also consisted of a long history of racial problems and the
complicated government’s stance. The Japanese were a former enemy in the war and
was under SCAP’s occupation, the government had no bargaining power to the U.S.
government in the ways to treat the Japanese war brides. The U.S. government also
had complicated questions to solve under the awkward situation. The attitude and the
future relations with Japanese were not clearly defined in the occupation period.
Allowing Japanese war brides to enter the U.S. was a complex question in term of
political, economic and social aspects.
Conclusion
In the early stage of the U.S. occupation, all the policies were not well developed.
Polices about fraternization and marriage kept modifying throughout the early
occupation period. It reflected SCAP and the U.S. government did not expect the
interracial marriages cases. The immigration law was not ready to meet the marriage
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from Occupied Japan. The Public Law 271 and 471 suggested the U.S. government
was not prepared to amend the law for Asians in the initial stage of the occupation
period and the Cold War period. GIs could get married to Japanese women, but the
discouragement from the authority, the complicated marriage procedures and the
prejudice immigration law reflected the marriages were discouraged and received no
bless. Even the GIs stationed in non-Asian countries, the marriages between GIs and
local women were questionable. The difficulties the white brides had would be less
complicated than the Japanese women as they were white people. However, in the
general situation, marriages happened in the occupied area, or stationed areas were not
the ideal results the U.S. government and the local government wanted to see. The GIs
and the Japanese women had to overcome various obstacles in their marriage, but the
situation from 1947 to 1952 could provide a different picture and open a door for them.
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Chapter 2: They cannot hide anymore: the Japanese war brides, the
immigration law, and Bride school
Introduction
1947 was the second to third year of the U.S. occupation in Japan. SCAP’s
administration in Japan was on track and became more mature, but the control of the
Japanese situation should also be more lenient as the power should gradually return to
the hand of the Japanese. In the political aspect, the Cold War situation became more
intense that the U.S. government needed to form an alliance in the Far East Region.
The article 9 in the Constitution of Japan provides the situation for the formation of
the U.S-Japan alliance as the land, sea and air military forces were prohibited in
Japan83. The two governments were closer not only because of the political situation
but also the war brides issue. The number of interracial marriages kept increasing in
the occupation period. The urge to implement immigration laws for the Japanese war
brides cannot neglect. The first immigration laws for Japanese war brides, Public Law
213 was established in 1947. Although it was a temporary law, it marked the beginning
to welcome Japanese immigrants to the U.S. The War Bride School was also
established under this circumstance. War brides were encouraged to participate in the
courses before immigration. They learned the background of the U.S., immigration
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information, ways to be a housewife., etc. The school tried to equip the most important
information to the Japanese women before they began new lives in the U.S. society.
The establishment of the school can show some of the controversial ideas about
immigration. President Roosevelt once delivered a speech about Americanism and
emphasized the point to be an American was to devote the whole self as American.
However, scholars, such as Horace Kallen believed the society should promote cultural
pluralism among immigrants and accept different cultures in the society84. In addition,
Vice President Nixon in the kitchen debate compared the advantages of the capitalist
over communist provided some insights about immigration and the Americans’ life85.
The views of immigration and racial problems were vague and complicated as there
were different ideologies among the society. The Japanese war brides, therefore, were
witnesses who can represent the immigration situation in the Cold War. The
immigration policies that specialized for them showed the U.S. government’s attitude
in increasing the acceptance of people of different races. The war brides school,
however, reflected the complicated situation in the society, which the society was
conservative in the postwar period that they wanted to secure the women’s role as
housewives but also wanted to promote women from other countries can be Americans.
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The war bride schools were the policy to achieve the results. Japanese war brides were
the focus of this chapter. Japanese war brides as the subject to display “assimilationism”
and the ideology of immigration can be shown.
In this chapter, the archival sources are collected from National Archives at
College Park, Maryland, and in Washington, DC. The sources related to the marriage
procedures and policies and bride school are located at College Park, Maryland. The
information is important in showing the changes in years. It shows the government’s
attitude towards interracial marriage. The sources of bride school are valuable as it
displays the operation and the content of the school. It explains the function of the
school to the war brides. It also helps to explain the situation of the society. Sources
about the immigration laws are gathered from Washington, DC. It displays the
consideration and situation for the implementation of the laws. The explanations are
helpful in showing the process the government and the situation of the society and the
interracial couples.
Cold War policies in the second phase
In addition to the financial and military policies, the U.S. government also
focused on social issues in Cold War time. Cold War was a conflict between the
capitalism and communism blocs in different aspects regarding political, economic,
cultural and social, all aspects of the two worlds. During the Cold War, the racial
problem had become an increasing concern.
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Civil rights were a national issue in the U.S. during the Cold War era. The
government concerned racial issue in the states. It was important to handle the racial
situation within the country properly. As Ceylon Observer reported in May 1949,
“[T]he colour bar is the greatest propaganda gift any country could give the Kremlin
in its persistent bid for the affections of the coloured races of the world.86”
The description was correct that the U.S. government reviewed racial related
policies.

For instance, The Magnuson Act also named as the Chinese Exclusion

Repeal Act of 1943 was enacted to end the Chinese Exclusive Act in 1943. Chinese
were granted to have up to 75 per centum of quotas based on the number of Chinese
born and live in China. However, the restriction set in the 1924 immigration act
remained87. The controversial situation about the immigration laws represented the
government had the determination in improving the immigration situation. However,
the major policies, such as immigration acts did not prepare for the change of the
national origins.

Inside the U.S. society, discriminative policies towards racial

minority groups were still implemented. For the Japanese, immigration situation had
no significant improvement except the Public Laws for the war brides. The
Immigration Act of 1924 and the Gentleman’s agreement were still effective to
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prohibit Japanese. In 1951, William Patterson, an African American and the National
Executive Secretary of the Civil Rights Congress, which was an organization affiliated
with Communist Party in the U.S. reported to the United Nations about the U.S.
government committed genocide. In the petition to the UN, Patterson mentioned the
U.S. government caused 153 killings and 344 violent crimes against the African
Americans. Other racial discrimination laws also harmed the rights of the blacks’ living
in the U.S88. He emphasized in the petition, “History has shown that the racist theory
of government of the U.S.A. is not the private affair of Americans, but the concern of
mankind everywhere.89” Racial discrimination and civil rights were not only internal
social issues, but the world would put an eye on the situation in America. America as
a country represents democracy. The ways to treat people of color show to the rest of
the world the Americans’ value. The U.S. government, therefore, should be careful to
manage the racial issue. Patterson also stated,
“The Hitler crimes, of awful magnitude, beginning as they did against the heroic
Jewish people, finally drenched the world in blood, and left a record of maimed
and tortured bodies, and devastated areas such as mankind had never seen before.
Justice Robert H. Jackson, who now sits upon the United States Supreme Court
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bench, described this holocaust to the world in the powerful language with which
he opened the Nuremberg trials of the Nazi leaders. Every word he voiced against
the monstrous Nazi beast applies with equal weight, we believe, to those who are
guilty of the crimes herein set forth.90”
Hitler had committed genocide during WWII; billions of Jewish were killed in the
concentration camps and other forms under Hitler’s regime. The Nazi leaders were put
on trials and received punishment for their crimes. The treatments the African
Americans faced in America were no differences. The U.S. government should
understand the faults and correct it. They could not only judge the Nazi leaders but
should also face the racial crimes they had committed.
The government started the actions before the criticism became too serious. In
response to the political situation, To Secure These Rights was a report that based on
the request of President Truman on December 5, 1946. A group of officials was
appointed to form the President’s Committee on Civil Rights under Executive Order
9808. The President’s Committee on Civil Rights was established and responsible “to
inquire into and to determine whether and in what respect current law-enforcement
measures and the authority and means possessed by Federal, State, and local
governments may be strengthened and improved to safeguard the civil rights of the
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people.91” The report was finally published in October 1947. The committee analyzed
the action of the internment of Japanese Americans during WWII and made
suggestions for a better result. They believed there should be a better evacuation plan
instead of based on the person’s race or ancestry. For the Japanese who suffered from
the evacuation plan, the government can compensate their losses if there were valid
evident.92
The committee believed it was the right time to evaluate civil rights in the U.S,
“the moral reason, the economic reason and the international reason93” were the points
that the government needed to tackle as soon as possible. The international reason was
especially important to the postwar circumstance. The committee quoted a letter from
the Acting Secretary, Dean Acheson,
“the existence of discrimination against minority groups in this country has an
adverse effect upon our relations with other countries…….An atmosphere of
suspicion and resentment in a country over the way a minority is being treated in
the United States is a formidable obstacle to the development of mutual
understanding and trust between the two countries. We will have better
international relations when these reasons for suspicion and resentment have been
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removed.94”
The official emphasized the civil rights in the U.S and the level of racial fairness were
the indicators which other countries used to evaluate the relationship with the U.S. If
the government cannot fix the racial problem within the country, it will be the obstacle
among the government and other countries. The racial problem in the U.S. could also
be used as a target by other foreign countries to attack the Americans. The U.S.
government had to adjust the racial policy so that the obstacles could be eliminated
and able to promote democracy and freedom to the rest of the world.95
The committee emphasized the importance of civil rights in encountering the
intrusion of communism. They stated that,
“The international reason for acting to secure our civil rights now is not to win the
approval of our totalitarian critics. We would not expect it if our record were
spotless; to them our civil rights record is only a convenient weapon with which to
attack us…….Our achievements in building and maintaining a state dedicated to
the fundamentals of freedom have already served as a guide for those seeking the
best road from chaos to liberty and prosperity. But it is not indelibly written that
democracy will encompass the world. We are convinced that our way of life -- the
free way of life -- holds a promise of hope for all people. We have what is perhaps
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the greatest responsibility ever placed upon a people to keep this promise alive.
Only still greater achievements will do it.96”
The report concluded that the past and some of the current situations did present a bad
image and effect to the rest of the world. The committee believed the composition of
the people should be counted when reviewing civil rights. The definitions of the
majority and minority are complexed. A group of people can be the majority in a region
but be a minority in other places. The committee cited the example by suggesting
immigrants from south European are a minority when comparing to the older
generation English speaking European immigrants.

The committee mentioned the

civil rights issue should not be limited to particular minority groups but should be for
all Americans.97 It was because racial equality in the states would become the point to
attack by the Soviet Union. As they discovered the situation could not be tolerated, the
committees urged the government to adjust the racial issue. They reminded the
officials that the United States was established with the idea of equality. They should
keep this tradition and promote to the rest of the world. Equality and democracy are
promised to the people and other countries also deserve the taste of them.
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Japanese’s situation in the U.S.
The rights of the Japanese Americans aroused more attention in the postwar
society than before. The solicitor from the War Relocation Authority, Edwin Ferguson
believed there should be a new view towards the Alien Land Act in early 1947. He
mentioned, “the alien land law is unjust and unjustifiable legislation, and that it clearly
violates the rights protected by the Fourteenth Amendment. 98 ” The Fourteenth
Amendment established the equal rights of the citizens. The U.S. citizens of different
races should not receive unfair treatment.
“No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person
of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.99”
The amendments to the U.S. Constitution used to safeguard the Japanese Americans
and people of other races their rights as other white Americans. It also revealed
equality was one of the concerns in the U.S. history as it was stated in the Constitution.
When Oyama v. California became a court case, the land problem related to racial
minority groups received more concern. Oyama v. California, which was argued on
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October 22, 1947, and decided on January 19, 1948. It was an important case that
showed the Japanese Americans in fighting for equality and the government began
noticing the unfair situation of the racial minority groups. The Alien Land Law was a
law that emerged in the West Coast and aimed to prohibit aliens to own land. In this
case, Fred Oyama, an American citizen and his father, who is his guardian and a
Japanese who was ineligible for naturalization prohibited in gaining back an escheat
of the two parcels of agricultural lands. The Chief Justice of this cast questioned the
Alien Land Law, as he suggested “the equal protection of the laws and of his privileges
as an American citizen” of Fred Oyama was divested, “Kajiro Oyama[Fred Oyama's
father and guardian] equal protection of the laws100” was restricted and “it contravenes
the due process clause by sanctioning a taking of property after expiration of the
applicable limitations period.101” The Alien Land Law as a state law contradicted the
Constitution about American citizens had rights to own land in the U.S. The Supreme
Court suggested it was discriminated against Fred Oyama based on the fact that he has
a Japanese father who is ineligible for naturalization102. The Supreme Court concluded
a 6-3 result in judging the Alien Land Act as violating the right of Japanese Americans.
The act was not allowed to practice anymore but was expired until 1952103.
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The Oyama case provided some insights into the immigration, race, citizenship
and property rights aspects. The state had the rights to escheat the property suggested
the rights of the Japanese Americans to keep their property was not protected. The loss
of Fred Oyama’s property had a similar context as the Japanese Americans’ relocation
during WWII. The Japanese Americans’ rights as citizens were deprived. Oyama case
displayed the Japanese Americans citizens did not enjoy the same rights as others and
their citizenship was questionable104. The Oyama case also reflected the property rights
of non-citizen was not protected. The rights of a person were taken away based on the
status of citizenship was questionable. The Oyama case showed the violation of the
Fourteenth Amendment and was racist towards non-citizens105. The case displayed the
inequality in property rights. The property rights of a Japanese American were not
guaranteed. The implementation of the Fair Housing Act of 1968 prohibited racial
discrimination in accessing property explained the government did finally try to
provide an equality environment for people to enjoy property rights106.
The Japanese Americans concerned about their rights as normal white Americans
and their experience in the internment camp also became an issue in the government.
The Japanese American Evacuation Claims Acts was approved on July 2, 1948. The
act compensated the Japanese Americans who were forced to stay in the internment
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camp during the WWII according to the Executive Order 9066 and 9489. It regulated
the terms for the acceptance of the claims. The Attorney General should process the
claims within 18 months from the start of the act. The Attorney General will not accept
the applicants who were not stationed in the U.S. or were voluntarily or involuntarily
left the U.S. to Japan on or after December 7, 1941. Compensation was also not eligible
for physical damage, mental problems and death and also losses caused by the enemies
according to the Trading With the Enemy Act and the Revised Statutes107.
However, in reality, the Japanese Americans’ road to get equality as white
Americans was still difficult. The Japanese Americans were relocated into the
internment camp during the WWII. After the end of the war, they were released but
the War Relocation Authority did not want them to construct Japan towns or
Nihonmachis just as what was happened in the West Coast before the relocation. The
returned Japanese had difficulties in moving back to the original home and were forced
to stay in the Midwest or the East Coast108.
The rights of black people were always the concern during the civil rights
movement, but Japanese Americans also played an important in it. In the early period
after WWII, Japanese Americans and African Americans had already had the ideas to
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cooperate in fighting racial discrimination. Mary Oyama Mittwer as an outstanding
Nisei journalist who published topics about equality, pointed out that, “If we are such
Casper Milquetoasts that we would not be willing to suffer a bit for the sake of other
fellow Americans—the Jews, the Negroes, the Filipinos, the Mexican Americans—we
certainly deserve to be stepped on and pushed around. 109 ” She believed Japanese
Americans should stand up to fight back the unfair situation among people of different
races. They all faced the same discrimination, so cooperate with other minority groups
but not solving own problems could be a strong force.
The awareness of cooperation had aroused the attention of minority group organization.
The editor of JACL’s magazine, the Pacific Citizen, Larry Tajiri reported speeches
from African Americans, included, Bayard Rustin and Pauli Murray to encourage
Japanese Americans to support the civil rights movement. JACL later increase its
involvement by cooperating with the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People to manage Supreme Court cases about civil rights cases of people of
color.110
U.S.-Japan alliance
In this complicated time in the Cold War, the U.S government was required to
settle domestic problems and built external linkage with other countries to secure her
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front. The article 9 in the Constitution of Japan states that the Japanese government
cannot maintain land, sea and air security forces 111 . Without military forces, the
Japanese should rely on external assistance to protect the country. The Yoshida
Doctrine, which was adopted under Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida’s administration,
emphasized the reliance on the U.S. for a long-term and guaranteed security protection
by allowing them stationed in Japan112. This direction benefited the U.S. government’s
strategy in developing power in the Far East Region. The U.S. government came up
with a more official status about the relationship with Japan when the Secretary of
State, Dean Acheson delivered “Speech on the Far East” on January 12, 1950, to
illustrate the government’s attitude in the Cold War era. Japan was treated as the U.S.’s
ally in the Far East region. Although Japan was demilitarized, the American and
Australian troops that stationed in Japan can maintain the security of Japanese. The
troops protected Japan from any invention and shall continue to maintain the duty. The
defensive perimeter, which was formed among the Aleutians, Japan, the Ryukyus and
the Philippine Islands, was the security region protected with military force.113 The
government used this chain to protect and defend the security of the Pacific area from
the invention of communism. In this situation, it showed that the U.S. government
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changed the attitude towards Japanese. Japanese were not only under the
administration of SCAP but became Cold War ally. These two governments cooperated
to defend against the intrusion of communism. The U.S. government stationed troops
in Japan can assure the disarmament situation in Japan but also secure the military
cooperation. Japan was the military alliance with the U.S. government.
On September 8, 1951, the two governments signed the Security Treaty Between
Japan and the United States of America. Article I granted the U.S.’s right to maintain
army forces in Japan to “contribute to the maintenance of international peace and
security in the Far East and to the security of Japan against armed attack from
without. 114 ” After three years, on March 8, 1954, they enhanced their security
cooperation by signing the U.S. and Japan Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement.
“The Government of Japan, reaffirming its determination to join in promoting
international understanding and good will, and maintaining world peace, to take
such action as may be mutually agreed upon to eliminate causes of international
tension, and to fulfill the military obligations which the Government of Japan has
assumed under the Security Treaty between the United States of America and
Japan…..115”
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Unlike the previous treaty that the Japanese government had a passive position, this
agreement emphasized the Japanese government also have the duty and the two
governments had to cooperate in the military term to maintain world peace and security.
The intimate cooperation suggested the importance of the U.S.-Japan alliance started.
SCAP policies in the second phase
The cooperation between both governments was not limited to diplomatic affairs.
As the Japanese were still under the occupation, SCAP can adjust the policy to manage
the domestic intention towards the U.S. The establishment of PRC in 1949, the
occurrence of Korean War in 1950 and also the Soviet Union’s invasion of the Central
and Eastern Europe pushed the U.S. government and SCAP to be aware of the spread
of Communism. The reverse course turned the policy’s direction from democratization
and demilitarization to economic aspect. A series of labor laws were enacted so to
increase government and SCAP’s control among labor union. The most significant
expression was the prohibition of a strike on February 1, 1947, and the right of public
workers to strike and bargain. The aim was to stop the chance to reform and the
possibility of left-wing labor unions to spread communism.116
On May 6, 1949, Report by the National Security Council on
“Recommendations With Respect to United States Policy Toward Japan” was issued
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as a guideline for the administration in Japan. As 1949 was in the middle to the end
of the occupation, it was suggested that SCAP should not implement big changes in
the Japanese government and society. Powers and responsibilities should be
returned to the Japanese government gradually. SCAP should only generally
monitor the circumstances and had duties on high and confidential issues in the
government 117 .

For the political and economic policies, SCAP should not

intervene and can only advise on the government policies to remind following the
occupation objectives. Any intervention by SCAP should get approval from the U.S.
government.
Economic Recovery was also one of the actions required in the occupation policy.
Economic recovery should be the first actions among all the U.S. policy to Japan. The
United States aid program and different sections of the U.S. government should help
to recover the trading of the Japanese. The Japanese government should try all efforts
to increase production and maintain a high export rate, other measures, included,
reduced shut down, applied austerity measure and balanced financial budget, to
smoothen the process of economic recovery118.
The policies in the middle of the occupation suggested SCAP and the U.S.
government paid more attention to the Japanese and viewed them as an ally. Japan was
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the Asian ally in defending communism.
Immigration in the eyes of the Americans (Americanism and immigrants)
The U.S. government prepared to ally with Japanese and other countries but the
citizens might not recognize the importance of racial equality. This could be related to
the historical ideology of immigration. In 1915, President Theodore Roosevelt made a
speech about Americanism,
“Americanism is a matter of the spirit and of the soul. Our allegiance must be
purely to the United States. We must unsparingly condemn any man who holds any
other allegiance. But if he is heartily and singly loyal to this Republic, then no
matter where he was born, he is just as good an American as any one else.119”
President Roosevelt believed American did not mean a native-born person but any
ethnicity could be American. A person who was loyal to America and held the same
ideas as American was a model citizen. Immigrants, therefore, had the obligations to
devote themselves to the U.S. It was also the first step to be an American. The speech
indicated the U.S. government’s action to integrate immigrants into the society was
the action to follow the ideology.
“The men who do not become Americans and nothing else are hyphenated
Americans; and there ought to be no room for them in this country……There is no
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such thing as a hyphenated American who is a good American. The only man who
is a good American is the man who is an American and nothing else.120”
President Roosevelt emphasized America should be a country only for devoted citizens.
The two paragraphs displayed Americanism as the process that all immigrants needed
to go through. For the immigrants, America should be their new home and the root in
future years. It implied that the U.S. government wanted their immigrants to leave the
old customs and ideas in the old countries but transform fully as Americans. Cultural
assimilation was the goal to achieve towards immigration policy.
Americanism was not the only immigration ideology. Cultural pluralism was
another idea that presented another ideology of immigration. Horace Kallen published
an article “Democracy Versus the Melting Pot” in the Nation on February 18, 1915,
demonstrated his idea about Americanization. He suggested immigrants migrated to
the U.S. and experienced four phases of “Americanization.” In the first phase,
immigrants tried to assimilate into America because of the economic difficulties. They
worked hard to suit themselves into the new environment to solve the poverty problem.
When the economic needs were fulfilled, the Americanization process stopped
gradually. They wanted to develop their identities in the society, for example, “the
Anglo-Saxon American, is thrown back upon himself and his ancestry 121 .” The
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immigrants traced back their ancestors, understood their characteristics and rebuild
their identity in America. They were still Americans, influenced by American culture
but maintain the core identity as they believed. Kallen emphasized the American
society,
“As in an orchestra, every type of instrument has its specific timbre and tonality,
founded in its substance and form; as every type has its appropriate theme and
melody in the whole symphony……so that there is nothing so fixed and inevitable
about its progressions as in music, so that within the limits set by nature they may
vary at will, and the range and variety of the harmonies may become wider and
richer and more beautiful.122”
The article represented Kallen’s idea to construct a culturally pluralistic society,
which people from different background maintain their characteristics and cooperate
to construct a harmony society. Assimilation could not be the core method in an
immigration society. However, Kallen questioned about “But the question is, do the
dominant classes in America want such a society?123” It represented assimilation was
still the dominant stream in the society. Americans wanted immigrants to absorb
American culture and turn themselves completely as American. It also underlined that
in the early 20th century, a conservative attitude in immigration policy was adopted.
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The immigration policy and immigrant’s quotas were the evidence to reflect the
situation.
The ideology of Americanism from President Roosevelt and speech from Horace
Kallen represented two ideas of immigration that still applied in the 1940s and 1950s’
American society. President Roosevelt believed the immigrants should assimilate into
the society. They should understand the American’s ideas and absorb these ideas into
their life. The idea to promote Americanism among the immigrants was a protective
measure, which aimed to secure the Americans’ features, identity and values. The
operation of the War Brides schools can represent such ideology. The War Brides
school had an important role in preparing the Japanese women before they entered the
U.S. The first War Brides school was established because of the implementation of the
Public Law 213124. It marked the beginning of giving classes to war brides before
immigration. It taught the Japanese women to be a model of American housewives and
learned the background of the U.S. It was not a compulsory course for the brides, but
they were encouraged to participate. The American Red Cross was the in-charge
organization to manage the operation of the schools in Occupied Japan. It indicated
the U.S. government also agreed on the function of the school. On the other hand, the
ideas of Horace Kallen suggested the opposite way of assimilation. He believed it was
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not possible to assimilate all immigrants. The immigrants would keep their cultural
characteristics. They were U.S. citizens, but their own culture can enrich the society.
The U.S. society should be a multi-cultural environment. Cultural Pluralism was not
mainstream in the 1910s to 1920s but started to get more notice in the 1930s as the
New Deal ideology concerned equality and common people in the society. The
circumstance in the WWII can show the increasing awareness of the racial situation in
the states. The end of the Chinese Exclusive Act and the War Brides Act were some
significant signs of the change. The Cold War provided a favorable situation because
America was “good” as she represented democracy and the Soviet Union was “bad.”
The racial problem was less related to the cultural aspect as it was in the 1910s and the
1920s and tended to content more political element.125
The ideas from President Roosevelt or expressions from Horace Kallen were
treated as some of the ideological and ethnic elements in processing the thinking of
American identity. It was suggested that the American identity started to use in World
War II126. However, the meaning can be changed according to the time and situation.
Kallen’s idea originally was a contrast to assimilation. He described his ideas of
immigration cultures and reminded the U.S. as a country with different ethnic
nationalities. By the time of WWII, the ideas did shape and meant to construct a
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cultural diversity society and equated with democracy. Kallen further explained the
ideas in 1943 by explaining cultural pluralism as “both the material and spiritual of the
four freedoms.” Four freedoms mean the freedom of speech, worship, want and fear.
It seemed that cultural pluralism was the opposite of assimilation, but it, in fact,
underlined the concept of assimilation. It assumed people agreed the American’s
values, such as democracy, equality and dignity among all people included racial
minority groups and freedom granted according to the Constitution 127 .

It was

believed that the American identity was “created” and shaped more clearly in WWII.
The American identity consisted of the American’s values, included, democracy,
equality, freedom, which are values that cannot be distinguished by ethnicity and race.
With the situation in WWII, the American identity, therefore, was a universal concept
that combined with the current situation and the “old” ideologies. The WWII situation
made the government to be opened in identifying American identity to an ideological
aspect rather than ethic aspect. In addition, there were still spaces in discussing cultural
pluralism. Cultural pluralism can be understood differently by different people; the
definition of cultural was vague and the level in accepting pluralism was unclear.
However, the very basic understanding of cultural pluralism meant the person tried to
preserve their cultural tradition and did not focus on the general environment of the
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U.S. society128. The real definition and general agreement on cultural pluralism did not
define but it was developed along with the world situation. It can reflect in the
immigration policies and the treatments towards the Japanese war brides. It kept
changing and the government did not show a very firm stance in managing
immigration and racial minority groups’ problems.
Immigration policies for Japanese War Brides
As the members of the alliance, some discrimination laws should be banned and
the immigration restriction for Japanese could be relieved. The government recognized
the importance of immigration and naturalization laws as a method and a Cold War
strategy. President Truman in “Special Message to the Congress on Civil Rights” on
February 2, 1948 stated that, “If we wish to inspire the peoples of the world whose
freedom is in jeopardy, if we wish to restore hope to those who have already lost their
civil liberties, if we wish to fulfill the promise that is ours, we must correct the
remaining imperfections in our practice of democracy.”
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The U.S. government adopted a slow process to open space for the Japanese war
brides. The first two bride’s laws indicated that the government had no intention of
dealing with the Japanese bride's situation in Occupied Japan. Public Law 271 allowed
spouses of U.S. Armed Forces to apply as non-quota immigrants under the condition
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of Immigration Act of 1924130. Public Law 471 permitted alien spouses to enter the
U.S. according to the requirement of immigration laws and get married within the time
limitation before getting the non-quota immigration visa 131 . These laws aimed to
provide a convenient chance to admit the alien spouses to the country. The laws were
based on the immigration and naturalization policy, thus Japanese brides were not
allowed to admit to the U.S. This situation also implied the government wished to
maintain and believed the immigration policy in the states could prevent American
citizens from marrying aliens who were excluded from the country. The obstacles were
effective to minimize the marriage situation. In addition, there were deadlines for the
laws, which meant the government adopted a relatively closed-door policy to these
aliens’ spouses even they were allowed for immigration. The Americans were not
ready to accept a large number of immigrants and turn to a country for a lot of mixed
races.
As the occupation period continued, the number of American-Japanese couples
kept increasing. However, they were not benefited under the two existing laws; the
Japanese wives were prohibited from admitting to the U.S. because of the race. These
couples requested amendment and a new bill for them to enter the U.S. In such a
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situation, the Japanese American Citizenship League (JACL) played an important role
in enhancing the procedure. The leader of JACL, Mike M. Masaoka, established the
JACL-Anti-Discrimination Committee (JACL-ADC) to focus on the legislation issue
about GIs and Japanese.132 The Committee believed “the legislation of interest and
welfare to persons of Japanese ancestry” were the goal they should achieve 133 .
Masaoka believed the War Brides Act prohibited the relationship between Japanese
and GIs was full of discrimination. The GIs served in the overseas station but their
relationships were banned and under monitoring. Also, Japanese Americans GIs were
allowed to marry white women but not women of the same race were strange and
questionable.
Moreover, the USSR prohibited the marriage between her citizens and foreigners
aroused the insight that the U.S. government might need to amend the law to show to
the world that family unification and racial integration were important in Americans’
mind134. JACL believed the GIs and the Japanese war brides should be given right to
get married. The organization mentioned “irregardless of race” in the bill was a big
achievement in that period, which overcame the racial obstacles and permitted the
family to reunite135. After a long-time discussion and requests from the public, Public
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Law 213 was implemented and signed on July 22, 1947. According to the Senate
Report, the enactment of Public Law 213 was to fulfill the needs of the Japanese or
Korean American soldiers, who had wives of their races. However, it was believed that
these soldiers should have the same right as other couples under the Public Law 271,
the House committee still want to maintain the immigration and naturalization policy
in the U.S., therefore the committee after understanding the situation that some couples
and commanding officers planned to make decisions after the implementation of the
law, a deadline was set to be effective “thirty days after the approval of this act” for
their preparation and also used to regulate the numbers of aliens’ spouses to the U.S.136
Under the amendment law, Public Law 213, “The alien spouse of an American
citizen by a marriage occurring before thirty days after the enactment of this Act, shall
not be considered as inadmissible because of race, if otherwise admissible under this
Act.”137 So, this was the first immigration law that allowed Japanese to immigrate to
the U.S. This was an exceptional law for the Japanese to enter the U.S. without the
racial restriction regulation listed in Immigration Act of 1924. The process to achieve
the amendment of War Brides Act was difficult. On June 16, 1947, the issue about
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the amendment of War Brides Act was permitted by the House of Representatives., Ed
Gossett of Texas, a member of the 442nd Regimental Combat Team, which was mostly
Japanese Americans soldiers, agreed with the brave defense by these Japanese soldiers
during the “Lost Battalion.” He believed the discrimination towards the Japanese
brides should be demolished. The country should allow them to bring their Japanese
wives to the U.S. At the same time, the Tokyo Chapter was set up in Japan by the JCAL.
The Chapter focused on the immigration issue of the Japanese wives and Nisei soldiers.
The U.S. government could not neglect the demands and started to consider the
amendment of the War Brides Act. Public Law 213 marked as the first immigration
law that allowed Japanese brides to immigrate to the U.S. without following the racial
restriction of the 1924 Immigration Act.138
In the following years, there were also new Public Laws to facilitate the needs of
war brides and members of the armed forces. Public Law 450 in 1948 and Public Law
717 in 1950 were also regulations to give the couple the rights to move to the U.S.
Public Law 450 was the extension of Public Law 471, which gave the couples a
longer period until December 31, 1948, and was effective on December 31, 1947. This
revision was responded to the request from the couples. There were many couples
cannot meet the deadline set according to the Public Law 471 but were promised to
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complete the required procedure with six more months. The department agreed to
extend the date and urged to implement the law immediately following the expiration
of Public Law 471. 139 As this law was revised according to Public Law 471, the
Japanese war brides were not benefited. They had to wait for the enactment of Public
Law 717.
Public Law 717 was implemented based on Public Law 213. Under Public Law
213, the servicemen and the spouses should finish their marriage 30 days after the
enactment of the law. However, the GIs in Japan can only receive the notice of the
Public Law 213 five days later the enactment, which suggested the couples only had
25 days to get married. In addition to the time limitation, the marriage procedures were
complicated. They were required to complete a list of forms, received feedback from
the officers, finished the background check and confirmed the identity as not a
prostitute and communist party’s member. Some applicants can still be rejected to get
married because of the race restriction by the state law. Once the couples were
successful to get married, they were urged to enter to the U.S. not later than December
27, 1948. The complicated application was a big challenge to all the couples. Couples
who cannot finish the wedding in the period continued to ask for further information
about the possibility of marriage and immigration policy in the U.S. Some wrote to
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General MacArthur and Mrs. MacArthur to ask for permission or methods to get
married. Others requested assistance from JACL-ADC to see if there is any method to
get married. With the increasing demand from both GIs and Japanese, some
congressmen concerned the issue and took actions to tackle the problem. Frank L.
Chelf, Joseph R. Farrington and PatMcCarren introduced bills to ask for permission
for the interracial marriage. The Public, also increasing the awareness. People posted
in the newspaper to criticize the current immigration law prohibited marriage with
Japanese. The GIs also applied private bills to request marriage with Japanese women
and received successful results.140 With the above list of actions done by different
parties, interracial marriage was an inevitable issue in America. The U.S. government
realized there should be measures for these people and therefore Public Law 717 was
established on August 19, 1950. Public Law 717 was a law that “to alleviate the
situation and to avoid the necessity of considering a substantial number of private
bills……permit the entry of a limited group of racially ineligible spouses and minor
children it does not remove the racial bar to naturalization at this time.” This special
law allowed the spouses of the U.S. Armed Force to apply as non- quota immigrants
if they can finish their marriage six months before the implementation of this law.141
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The implementation of Public Law 717 was a short-term solution for the aliens’
spouses to admit to the U.S as the government still did not have the determination in
amending the immigration and naturalization policy. The committee considered that
there were still approximately 760 Japanese wives and children, who were refused to
admit to the U.S. Some of these couples applied for private bills to overcome the racial
barrier in the immigration laws. Under this circumstance, the committee believed they
had to implement a law to deal with the requests from the spouses and reduce the
burden in processing the application of the private bills142.
Although these war brides’ laws opened space for the women to reunite with their
families, they were limited in time with the specific requirement that cannot benefit all
the couples. The foundation of the immigration law in the U.S. still not welcomed
Asian people. The approach started to change when the Cold War was approaching.
When the Public Law 717 was soon expired, check sheets subjected with “Marriage
of Army Personnel to Japanese Nationals” was issued to remind commanders in
dealing with marriage request and immigration problem. It mentioned after the
expiration of the Public Law 717; there were no methods for Japanese wives to enter
the U.S expect private laws. Commanders should not allow approving any marriage
applications as the Public Law was over and the existing immigration policy prohibited
Japanese. It was suggested that the Far East Command noticed the requirement from
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both the military and civilian personnel, they did consider extending the period for the
Public Law 717, but the result was not guaranteed.143
The Public Laws were specialized for the spouses of the GIs. It not only showed
the government’s gradual change in immigration laws and also the attitude towards the
interracial marriage. The role of the war brides was also a display to show the progress
that the government paid attention to display the America’s value of promoting racial
equality. According to “Application for permission to marry Japanese nationals” in
1950, it showed the contradictory ideas of the U.S. government in managing interracial
marriage problem and racial situation in the States. The notes stated,
“There is little doubt that the blood line of the Nisei and Japanese national are the
same and, if such marriages were permitted, there is reason to believe they would
be successful. By the same token, if negro personnel were permitted to marry
Japanese, no doubt the result would be an improvement in the first mentioned race.
However, color and religion cannot be used as a basis for decision in permitting
marriages.”
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The statement represented the contradictory idea about interracial marriage. The
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U.S. government believed successful interracial marriage between minority groups
could lead to a good effect on the racial situation in the society. However, a
person’s race was still an obstacle for GIs and Japanese’s marriage. It suggested
interracial marriage was not widely accepted in the whole country. If two
minorities get married, it could lead to a mixture of racial and marriage problems.
The statement also explained the complicated procedures for the couples to apply
for permission for marriage. The government cannot stop the marriage and
understand these marriages can result in more complex problems, so the long and
complicated procedure was implemented to limit the numbers. Moreover, the
temporary Public Laws for the immigration of Japanese war brides justified the
statement. The government wanted to reduce the racial and marriage problems
brought by these couples to the society.
The public laws did help the GIs to gather with their partners in the U.S.
However, there were still couples who were not benefited under the laws because of
the limitation of time and kept requiring methods to the U.S. after the expiration of the
Public Laws. GIs stationed in Japan or other Asian countries were seeking any
possibility to open spaces for their aliens’ spouses to be American citizens. In one of
the requested letters dated on April 1, 1952, the GI was so eager to send his wife with
him that he was willing to move to Brazil and waited until the change of policy. He
expressed his discontent that he needed to ask for help from other country but his
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mother country can do nothing for his situation. He mentioned his brothers were
veterans of WWII and his family was eager for his return. The current immigration
policy was questionable for many GIs like him. He sincerely hoped there would be a
legislative action for improvement.145
In 1952, the implementation of the 1952 Immigration and Nationality Act
(McCarren-Walter Act) marked the significant change in the U.S. immigration history
because it gave some quotas to people in Asia. About 4,220 Japanese war brides were
benefited under this immigration law.146 According to the Act, “independent countries,
self-governing dominions, and territories under the international trusteeship system147”
in the Asia-Pacific triangle received one hundred quotas annually and the total quota
should not be more than two thousand. The immigration discrimination towards the
oriental people became lenient. Not only Japanese war brides can immigrant to the
U.S. but also other Asians had the rights to be the citizens once they fulfilled the
requirement. The content of this act can demonstrate the government’s idea of using
immigration law as a Cold War strategy. In the section, “General Classes of Aliens
Ineligible to Receive Visas and Excluded from Admission,” mentioned aliens that
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promote or spread communist were banned to the U.S148 . National origin was the
principle of the quota system. The quota of each area should be “one-sixth of 1 per
centum of the number of inhabitants in the continental United States in 1920149”, for
the quota of Asia-Pacific triangle area was according to the 1924 immigration act and
a one-hundred quota was guaranteed for each quota area. The policy further classified
the qualification of the quota immigrant. The quota system used four categories to
divide different people to immigrate to the U.S. The first category occupied 50 per
centum in the quota system, people that were qualified with “high education, technical
training, specialized experience, or exceptional ability150” in this category. The other
30 per centum was for aliens that were parents of the U.S. citizens who age at least
twenty-one. The last 20 per centum belonged to the spouses or children of aliens that
received permanent residence. If the aliens were the brothers, sisters, sons or daughters
of the U.S. citizens, they could also apply for quota immigrants but the proportion
should not exceed 25 per centum.151
The limited quotas for the people in the Asia-Pacific triangle were related to the
Walter and McCarran’s political background. In 1949, Walter became an important
member of the House Un-American Activities Committee, which was a committee
investigated people who were suspected as members of communist. In 1955, he
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became the chairman of the committee. His anti-communist attitude affected his view
in opening more quotas to people from Asian countries. Even during Eisenhower’s
administration, the president suggested adopting the 1950 census as the base to
reconsider the quota system but Walter banned the idea as he believed it would increase
the danger of the intrusion of communism. 152 McCarran also shared the anticommunism idea as Walter did. The most significant performance could be the
McCarran Internal Security Act implemented in 1950. The act gave a very clear
position. “To protect the United States against certain un-American and subversive
activities by requiring registration of Communist organizations, and for other
purposes.153” The act aimed to eliminate communism in the states. The communist
activities or suspected activities were strictly monitored and controlled. It represented
McCarran also had a strong anti-communism political idea. The 1952 immigration act
was sponsored under the two anti-communism leaders thus can explain the
“conservative” situation of the act.
However, this new act received criticizes from the public and President Truman.
In his “Veto of Bill To Revise the Laws Relating to Immigration, Naturalization, and
Nationality,” President Truman condemned 1952 act as a discrimination law that
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“ “protecting" ourselves, as we were in 1924, against being flooded by immigrants
from Eastern Europe. This is fantastic. The countries of Eastern Europe have fallen
under the communist yoke--they are silenced, fenced off by barbed wire and
minefields--no one passes their borders but at the risk of his life. We do not need
to be protected against immigrants from these countries--on the contrary we want
to stretch out a helping hand, to save those who have managed to flee into Western
Europe, to succor those who are brave enough to escape from barbarism, to
welcome and restore them against the day when their countries will, as we hope,
be free again.”154
The veto from President Truman presented his objection to the laws. He clarified
the bill hindered the people to escape from communism. President Truman further
criticized the current immigration policy was outdated and change should be
implemented. More places should be open for aliens to escape from communists’
control. The quota system was not a balance distribution, for example, there were
spaces in the places for England and Ireland but aliens from Southern and Eastern
Europe had no sufficient places but the 1952 policy continued this tradition. The U.S.
did cooperate with Italy, Greece and Turkey under the North Atlantic Treaty. It was
ironic that the government welcomed their cooperation in defeating communist but
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imposed discriminative immigration policy towards their citizens. 155 President
Truman reminded the Congress about the immigration policy should be improved with
the times. The Cold War situation was intense which made the change an urgent issue.
The policy was discriminative which was difficult to convince to the world the U.S.
determination in defeating the Soviet Union. President Truman’s veto was the
reflection of his political ideology, Fair Deal. Truman believed in providing a fair
opportunity to people of different classes in the society. The Fair Deal concept about
fairness and justices did not limit to the civil rights and social security policies but also
extended as an important ideology during Truman’s administration. Serving public
interest and promoting democracy can integrate into the opposition of communism. As
a result, Truman would not agree on isolating the U.S. away from communism but
wanted to show the power and ability of the U.S. and allied with different countries.156
The national origins quota system was the controversial point in the 1952
immigration act. The government granted quotas to immigrants according to the
geographic location. The opponents believed it was discriminatory although it opened
some quotas to the Asian countries. However, the quotes reflected the concern of the
Senate Judiciary Committee, “the subcommittee believed that the adoption of the
national origins quota formula was a rational and logical method of numerically
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restricting immigration in such a manner as to best preserve the sociological and
cultural balance of the United States.

157

” The controversial issue suggested the

argument about the laws was not limited to the racial issue but also about the
assimilation of the immigrants. The opponents wanted the Asia-Pacific Triangle to be
demolished and granted more quotas for immigrants from Asia and Africa but reduced
quotas for England and Germany. There should be more non-quota places for people
from Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago. They believed the government could adopt
protection against communist countries. They demanded that if the quotas for
immigrants could be set according to the census and it would be the best if it can be a
first-come, first served quota system.158
The supporters of the immigration laws believed the laws tried to maintain the best
balance between immigration and the interest of the nation. The quota was essential in
maintaining the ethnic population so the American identity in political, economic and
cultural areas can be maintained without affected by the alien’s impact. They agreed
with assimilation but believed it could only achieve when the selection of immigrants
was under the control of the quota system, which was a system that can fulfill the need
of the society. The supporters emphasized the need of the citizens should be concerned
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as the economic situation was not suitable to welcome millions of immigrants.
Immigration should not be rights of aliens but should be a privilege that had selection
procedures and precious.159
However, the national origins quota system was not effective enough in controlling
the immigrants. The applicants can use refugee as the loophole or apply for a private
bill to ask for the possibility to immigrate, which the government did permit 4,273
private bills to enter or reside in the states without the limitation of the 1952
immigration law. There were also nearly half a million immigrants can enter the U.S.
without the limitation of the quota system. It was recorded that most of them granted
of non-quota immigrants outside the Northern and Western Europe areas, which
occupied almost 80% quotas under the system.160 The national origins quota system
had its limitation in restricting immigrants as the act for refugee provided non-quota
positions to various applicants under different situations. The Hungarian Revolution
of 1956, the revolution in the Dutch East Indies, earthquakes and volcanic eruption in
Azores in 1958, the act of September 26, 1961, and the Migration and Refugee
Assistance Act in 1962 were the chances and the acts that granted non-quota positions
to applicants. There were so many opportunities to apply as a non-quota immigrant
before the implementation of the Immigration and Nationality act of 1965.161
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The 1952 immigration act was controversial because both the supporters and the
opponents had different ideas in treating discrimination issues. The supporters
believed the immigration act had already given the opportunity to applicants all over
the world to apply for immigration. In the supporters’ view, there should be restrictions
for immigration because it was impossible to accept all the application and it was
important to evaluate the carrying capacity of the society. However, the opponents
suggested the national origins quota system were already a discriminatory policy that
displayed the policymakers’ views towards immigrants. They emphasized the
immigration act was not only a domestic policy but was a foreign policy that affected
others’ view of the U.S., therefore, it should consider the world’s situation. The veto
from President Truman clearly explained his view as the leader of the U.S. in
considering what an immigration act should represent. It should show to other people
that the U.S. was not isolated from the rest of the world and was ready in involving
and helping people in need. The implementation of the immigration and nationality act
of 1965 replaced the 1952 immigration act, in which provide a new idea in immigration
act.
The controversial opinions towards the 1952 immigration act reflected the
perspective of U.S. immigration law. It took decades to open quotas for Asians to
immigrate to the U.S. can explain the common ideologies shared by the immigration
laws in the 20th century. The immigration laws contained the ideologies to identify “the
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legal definition of “white” and the rule of racial unassimilability.” 162 The 1924
immigration act prohibited Asians from immigrating. It determined Asians did not
have the quality to be U.S. citizens. The law controlled the type of people who can be
the participant of the social structure. The element of “racial unassimilability” was
more significant during the war period.

Loyalty became an important indicator to

determine one’s qualification to immigrate. For instance, in the progressive era,
teaching the immigrants language, ethics, values and the Constitution were some
methods to be assimilated. The Congress in 1918 announced aliens who served in
WWI could be naturalized therefore some Asians were benefited163. The internment of
Japanese Americans during WWII further proved this basis. The “Application for
Leave Clearance” believed as a loyalty questionnaire questioned the Japanese
Americans with eighty questions from various aspects, included, religious, educational
and occupational information. It questioned the respondents the use of the U.S. culture
and asked for evidence of conduct and loyalty. For the male respondents, question 27
and 28 displayed a very clear intention in pushing the Japanese Americans to display
loyalty to the U.S. government. Question 27 asked, “Are you willing to serve in the
armed forces of the United States on combat duty, wherever ordered?” Question 28
“Will you swear unqualified allegiance to the United States of America and faithfully
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defend the United States from any or all attack by foreign or domestic forces, and
forswear any form of allegiance or obedience to the Japanese emperor, or any other
foreign government, power or organization?”164 The center in Tule Lake which was
one of the internment camps later became the place for non-cooperated and disloyal
Japanese Americans who had “bad” performance and had the intention to live as a
Japanese in the questionnaire.
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Besides the loyalty questionnaire, the Denationalization Act announced in 1944
authorize Japanese Americans to renounce their citizenship. However, the act was
skeptical in the views of the Japanese Americans. The war was continuing during the
implementation of the act thus they questioned about their stance in announcing the
citizenship. The public also could have a hostile attitude towards them. They hoped to
renounce citizenship can keep them safe in the camp because they might treat as
disloyal or dangerous elements during the war. In 1945, Proclamation Act 2655 was
announced by President Truman aroused more opinions among the Japanese
Americans. The Proclamation claimed that people,
“who shall be deemed by the Attorney General to be dangerous to the public peace
and safety of the United States because they have adhered to the aforesaid enemy
governments or to the principles of government thereof shall be subject upon the
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order of the Attorney General to removal from the United States and may be
required to depart therefrom in accordance with such regulations as he may
prescribe”.166
The statement posted a direct threat to the Japanese Americans who had previously
renounce their citizenship as they were facing the possibility to be deported by the U.S.
government. The case of the internment of the Japanese Americans during WWII
displayed the importance of loyalty in determining someone’s qualification to be an
American citizen. The Japanese war brides, therefore, would not be exceptional cases
in the postwar period. The bride school was used to present America’s ideologies and
styles so to prepare them to be a “loyal” and assimilated immigrants.
The U.S. policymakers were concerned with the relationship between “loyalty”
and immigration. The world’s situation can display another perspective of immigration
and diplomatic relations. Within the U.S., Asians were both allies and enemies in the
war. The Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor but there were also Japanese Americans
fought on the frontline for the U.S. The Japanese Americans were put into the
internment camps because of the potential danger. The U.S. government separated
their citizens because of their race167. The racial situation was clearer in the war zone.
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Hitler wanted to expand the territory and eliminated inferior people, included, the Jews,
Polish and Russians. Mussolini attacked Ethiopia by bombing and using mustard gas.
The Axis power performed discriminative actions during the war. For the Allied power,
the U.S. and British government announced the Atlantic Charter, which implied
decolonization idea.
“the right of all peoples to choose the form of government under which they will
live; and they wish to see sovereign rights and self-government restored to those
who have been forcibly deprived of them” and “no territorial changes that do not
accord with the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned.”168
The ideas of racial in the U.S. have related the observation of the formation of
race regarding socially, legally and the interpretation of race. Before WWII, people
were separated according to their biological differences and racialization was formed
according to the racial segregation situation for the African Americans and
naturalization and immigration laws for the Asian Americans. The laws, such as the
Chinse Exclusive Act, the Gentlemen’s Agreement and 1924 immigration laws
categorized Asians as aliens. However, as WWII coming, the U.S. government had the
responsibility to present herself as a democratic country with a multiracial and antiimperialism ideology.

The ideas about race needed to adjust according to the vision.
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The indication of using biological characteristics to categorize people started to change
and ethnicization, which means categorizing people by social and cultural aspects169.
The government adopted different policies, such as the repeal of the Chinese
Exclusive Act, War Brides Act and the 1952 immigration act, to legalize the position
of the Asians.

However, the society was not ready for the changes as racial

discrimination situation was common and had a long history. Although the racial
problem cannot solve immediately, the government’s action was important to remove
the “alien” label among the Asians. The immigration of the Asian can change the
structure of the society with more Asian people and let the cultures integrate into the
society, which also matched with the themes of decolonization and internationalism of
the U.S. government during the war.170
Marriage procedures
The Public Laws and the immigration law provided the Japanese women to
reunite with their husbands. However, they also had another challenge to tackle. They
should able to get married first before applying the laws. During the occupation period,
SCAP had further discussed the marriage issue. Marriage with Japanese “should be
discouraged” and explicit reasons were listed. Among all the reasons, the first two
suggested the strict restrictions helped to reduce immigration problems and were an
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important security measure. It explained SCAP implied the defeated Japanese were
still enemy and before imposing reform in the Japanese government, restrict their
marriage was a protective measure to the U.S. In addition, the U.S. government did
not have the intention to amend the immigration and naturalization policies.171
However, as there were no regulations to prohibit two people from marrying in
Japan, SCAP can only develop guidelines to limit the numbers of the U.S. citizens and
Japanese spouses. The Headquarters Eighth Army issued a “Marriage of military
personnel in Japan” policy on July 8, 1946, as the guidance for the marriage procedures
for the occupation officers. In the notice, it emphasized the first step of the application
be that the applicants should get the approval from the command and should follow
the regulation, AFPAC Circular No. 70, of General Headquarters, 15 September 1945.
The couples should also understand the marriage regulation in Japan. The couple will
not receive a certificate or require holding a wedding ceremony to complete their
marriage. They should only notice the census rolls officer of their place with a witness
or parental consent for registration. Based on the practice in Japan, the couples had no
proof to justify their husband-wife relationship, and therefore the couples could
announce their marriage in the office of the United States Consul, which they can
receive a certificate and written knowledge to present to the Japanese census officer
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and obtained the notification and declaration of the marriage in the Yokohama
Branch.172
The “policy on marriage” issued on October 13, 1947, mentioned a list of steps
to complete. The couples should first interview by a chaplain, understand the
importance of the marriage contract and report the place of the ceremony. They should
wait for 60 days to organize the ceremony after the approval. During the time,
documents included, affidavit and evident to present their legal status to enter a
marriage, physical examination to prove negative reaction to the contagious disease.
Finally, the successful couples can receive an approving letter and application and they
were required to sign the statement to agree on the condition that allowed their
marriage.173
When the Foreign Services of the United States of America issued a
memorandum for “Marriage of American Citizens in Japan,” in 1949, the marriage
procedure for military personnel became more precise. The couples can choose to
register their marriage in Kobe other than Yokohama. Couples were encouraged to
arrive at the branches before 2:30 pm to finish their marriage procedures and were
advised to submit all the required documents at least two days before coming. The
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required items included, a Data Sheet contented all the information about the marriage,
two witnesses to sign the “Declaration Concerning Marriage to Aliens of Japanese
Race” to justify the marriage, Americans citizenship’s proof for the person who claims
as an American or present certificate issued by commanding officer for military
personnel. If the spouse of the American citizen was Japanese, further documents were
required to submit for the procedures. The documents included a copy of a Japanese
family registry, a seal that is different from the seal used by the family head and
permission to marry if the spouse is under 21 years old. The couples needed to pay
20.00 Yen and two U.S. dollars or four U.S. dollars if the U.S. government employs
they both in order to complete the procedure174
After a year, the procedures were adjusted according to the staff memorandum
no.50, issued on October 7, 1950, the procedure of applying marriage should meet
serval requirements. They should first fulfill Section 136, Title 8 of the U.S. Code 1946.
The confirmation of fulfillment should be confirmed by the General Headquarters,
Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers and Far East Command.175 The couples
needed to apply with application form with personal information, details about their
relationship and enclosed with some evidence, included, CIC certificate, police
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certificate, physical examination certificates of both the applicants, army discharge
certificate in photo from, family registry, citizenship certificate, affidavit from the
woman’s parents, chaplain’s certificate, character recommendation of both the
applicants. 176 After applying the application, the couples were interviewed by a
captain. For the successful case, the captain would send a mail to the military
government to inform the approval of the application.
Once the couples got approval to get married, they will receive a confirmation
letter. There was a standard response for the confirmation.

A “Permission to Marry”

will be sent to the Civil Affairs Region to approve of the couples. In the letter,
“1. Pursuant to authority delegated in Circular 51, General Headquarters, Far East
Command, Date, and Message, Commander-in-Chief, Far East, cite number, Date,
permission is granted to Name of the applicant, Address, to marry Name of the
applicant, Address, on or about Date and not later than Date.
2. This letter constitutes authority for marriage.
3. Requirements of Far East Command directives and State Department regulations
governing registration of marriage will be complied with by the parties hereto.177”
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The changes in the marriage procedures represented the government had
increased the awareness in managing the interracial marriage situation. The
government did not encourage the marriage because of the immigration and
naturalization policies issued in the states and the security reason. However, the
constraints cannot stop the marriage and there should be policies to manage these
couples. The marriage policies for GIs and Japanese couples were therefore
implemented under this circumstance. In the beginning, the policy was not welldeveloped. The applicants did not receive enough assistance from the government.
They needed to proof validation of their marriage in front of the United States Consul
in Yokohama Branch. As the interracial marriages cases kept increasing, policies
became more precise. Requirement and procedure for application were announced
clearly. The applicants should complete paper works and interview for review and
approval. Every case should go through individual investigation and consideration. All
the complicated process represented the government was extremely careful about
Japanese immigrants. They wanted to filter out people who were not qualified. The
two main constraints the government concerned about were the modification of
immigration policies and security problems, which can be carefully managed by the
complicated process. The process was also used to decline couples’ interest in applying
for getting married. If the policies can help to reduce the cases of interracial marriage,
the necessary to amend the immigration policies can be delayed. The complicated
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process and bunch of paper works were helpful to check the Japanese background and
avoid serious security concern. Even after the couples passed all the interviews and
provided all the required documents, the Japanese women were encouraged to attend
the war bride schools and prepared for their living in the U.S.
War Bride school
Americanism played an important part among the immigrants, so the Japanese
war brides had to go through a process of Americanization before entering the U.S.
The information they received reflected the values in the Americans’ society, the
family value was the important element that taught in the classes.
After the WWII, the family formation became one of the social topics. Family
was emphasized in the Cold War period to display the differences between communism
and capitalism. The “kitchen debate” among Vice President Richard M. Nixon and
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev were to compare the technological advancement on
homewares instead of ideological or military aspects, thus, can demonstrate the family
idea in America during the Cold War. Two leaders argued the function of a kitchen so
as to represent the differences between the U.S. and the Soviet Union. Soviet Premier
Khrushchev challenged the durability of the American made house and compliment to
the durable house for lifelong usage in USSR. Vice President Nixon replied the
American house was designed to adapt the technological improvement. People can
choose the best fit for the families according to the time. Vice President extended the
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meaning by saying there were different constructors for each house and there would
be a different design. People were free to make their own decision and the situation
was the same at the governmental level that no one person can dominate the whole
government. The U.S. government welcomes opinions all around.178
Vice President Nixon believed the different variety of home appliances allowed
women to choose, which gave them an easier time in doing housework. Media in the
U.S. also criticized the women’s situation in the Soviet Union. Women were working
hard for the party so they did not have time to take care of their appearances. However,
with the home appliances, women in the U.S. enjoyed their time to take care of their
looks.179
The debate represented everything could be polarized during the Cold War era.
The female image was one of the classifications that used to compare to the period.
The differences between the two women were shown clearly in the Kitchen Debate.
American women, with the assistance of household appliances, enjoyed a better life,
therefore, had time to dress up themselves. Alternatively, women in the Soviet Union
spent much time on work to complete the communist’s idea. The contrast was clear to
suggest the American ideology allows people to enjoy a comfortable life.180
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The bride school was an important place to educate the Japanese women to be
American women. The courses offered by the bride school covered various subjects,
from the history of the U.S., legal information to housekeeping and makeup and
grooming.181 The brides were taught to be the ideal type of housewife and woman.
They were modern housewives that can perform housework well with the advanced
household appliances, take good care of her children and manage appropriate
appearance. The bride school portrayed the image of the American housewife and the
family life in the American family. Although it was not a compulsory course for the
brides to attend, the Japanese women were still encouraged to participate before
entering the U.S. It represented the government had the intention to make these women
perform similarly.
Learning how to be housewives at classes was not special in the Japanese society.
There were already housewife training lessons in the Meiji period. The Japanese had
received westernization during the Meiji period. The concepts about home were also
affected by the western idea. For instance, housewife was not defined as a wife who
stayed at home and husband as breadwinner.; housewife can equip with professional
knowledge, such as, child psychology, hygiene and nutrition science. Schools in the
Meiji period taught girls domestic management and they received more professional
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training in secondary school. Girls who can attend secondary schools were from
wealthier families and hoped to have a good marriage. They learned to do housework
that was different from the older generations and girls with lower education level. The
curriculum kept modifying in years. In the 1880s, the domestic course studies the role
of woman in the domestic area and the nature of woman. Girls took domestic economy
courses to assist their husbands and home property. In the 20th century, more women
engaged in education and developed more detailed information about girls’ education.
Childcare, nursing, cooking were new areas for domestic teaching.

182

The

establishment of war brides school in preparing the Japanese women before they go to
the U.S. is not a new thing in the society. The Japanese women already had experienced
in taking classes to learn housewife’s duties.
The Christian Women’s Association of Tokyo organized the first bride school to
educate the Japanese women that were benefited from the Public Law 213. The
Japanese women took civic education, English and cooking classes before they
immigrated to America. After the implementation of Public Law 717, the Christian
Women’s Association responded to the demand from the U.S. Department of State to
assist another brides school for the Japanese women.183
The American Red Cross (ARC) later followed the direction of the U.S. army and
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replaced the Christian Women’s Association to manage bride school.184 “American
women’s volunteerism, Americanization program of immigrants and racial minorities,
and private schools for training young women for marriages” were the three objectives
of the schools. 185 Through the courses, the Japanese women became the ideal
American wives and equipped with sufficient knowledge and skills to manage her life
and family in America.
The bride school, according to the director of the volunteer services of American
Red Cross in Far Eastern Area, was an essential step before the Japanese war brides
entering the U.S. society. The school had the functions,
“the breaking down of a barrier, the planting of new ideas and ideals, the attempt
to truly picture the life in America that awaits each one of the graduates and the
hopes of all. It represented love; first, the kind of love that brought about the
Japanese-American marriage, meeting and overcoming many obstacles and second,
the kind of love the members of the Red Cross and the other volunteers manifested
in wishing to teach, to lead and to help. It represented the regular attendance by the
brides and their eager attentiveness; their willingness and honest wish to master
American ways and skills.186”
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These aims showed the Japanese brides had to experience a reform first. The aims also
suggested Americans wanted these Japanese women fully involved into American’s
society with knowledge of American history. These women had to understand the skills
to be good housewives. The school was exactly as its name, “bride school” which the
Japanese women should first be wives of American men and they needed to equip with
different skills for their families.
Students were encouraged to take their husbands or need to present a copy of their
marriage certificate in the registration if they wanted to attend the school. As the
American Red Cross wanted the husbands accompanied with and understood the
courses that their wives took, there were some joint activities for the couples. The
graduation ceremony was the most important joint event for the husbands and families
to appreciate the hard work of the wives. Joint Evening Meetings also allowed the
couples to express their opinions on the courses and gave them information about
applying for visas and getting passports to the U.S.187
The American Red Cross Bride schools were mostly located in Chapels, which
the rooms were available to organize lectures or small group discussion and the kitchen
allowed teachers to teach cooking classes. Students can finish all the courses within
three to four weeks but should reach 75% attendance to get the graduation
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certificate.188
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Figure 2: Certificate for participants
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The financial resources of the Bride schools were limited. The American Red
Cross wanted to minimize the cost as much as possible. The organization welcomed
clubs and community groups to provide food sponsor during registration day,
graduation ceremony, coffee sessions and night meetings. For the cooking class, it was
encouraged to divide the cost with teachers and students if they buy food or the
students can bring food from home. The schools can also get fund from the national
funds by dividing the items into different categories and make a budget.190
The Red Cross used different methods to promote the Brides school, invitation
letters to the husbands of the Japanese brides, posters and bulletins on buses, theaters,
Service Clubs and announcement on newspapers and Stars and Stripes.191
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Figure 3: Promotion Poster
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The Japanese women studied with two standard textbooks during the classes.
These textbooks covered ten topics, a) Visa and passport information, b) Travel
information, c) Legal rights of dependents of the Armed Forces, d) History, geography
and government, e) Citizenship, f) Religion, g) Customs, culture and manners, h)
Make-up and good grooming, i) Housekeeping and j) Home nursing and child care.
Among all these ten topics, the teachers put most effort on housekeeping and home
nursing and child care. 193

The Japanese women learned the use of household

appliances to assist their role as housewives. They should know to prepare basic
everyday food for husbands and children and with the assistance of different kitchen
appliances to prepare food. The school aimed to prepare these women to be “your
(their) husband’s helpmate” The school aimed to cultivate these Japanese women as
the ideal American’s housewives,
“She should join the PTA of the school where her children are enrolled, and take
as active a part in it as possible……but there are many appliances which make her
work easily and quickly done……If she is wise, she budgets both her time and
money. She is a good housewife and mother,……She looks her best at all times.
This doesn’t mean being “dressed up” always, but to have her hair well combed,
and a new housedress on at the beginning of the day. Rouge, eye shadow, bright
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shades of lipstick are all very good in their place……”194
The description represented American men’s expectation of their wives. They hoped
their wives can take good care of their family. The wives should engage in children’s
school life and make all possible to contribute to the school. They should have a proper
and tidy look to present to others. Their husbands should be proud of them both in
internal and external efforts that they did.
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Table 2: Registration October 22, Tokyo Chapel Center CLASSES- October 25November 19195
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

9:00 to 9:30

Home making Religion and
classes
in Democracy
Religion
and
private
Democracy
homes. Small
(Pledge
of
groups of 4 or
allegiance
to
5.
flag – American

Thursday

Friday

Home making Passports,
classes
in visas,
private home. transportation
plane
Small groups and
travel.
of 4 or 5.

songsannouncements)
9:40 to 10:30

Home making Coffee hour
classes
in questions and
American Way
private
answer.
of Life, Culture,
homes. Small
Customs, and
groups of 4 or
Manners
5.

Home making
classes
in
private
homes. Small
groups of 4 or

American
culture,
customs and
manners.

5.

10:40- 11:20

Home making American
Home making Child care and
classes
in History and classes
in Home
American
private
Geography.
private
Nursing.
history
and
homes. Small
homes. Small
geography.
groups of 4 or
groups of 4 or
5.
5.
11:30-12:10
Homemaking.

195

Home making Good

Home making Child care and

classes
in grooming.
private
homes. Small

classes
in Home
private
Nursing.
homes. Small

groups of 4 or
5.

groups of 4 or
5.
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The schedule of the bride school organized in Tokyo Chapel Center from October
25 to November 19 furthered explained the structure of the classes distributed in the
school. Students were required to attain classes every weekday from 9:00 am to 12:10
pm. Homemaking occupied most of the teaching time except on Wednesday. Students
needed to take homemaking class for the whole day on Tuesday and Thursday and two
sections on Monday. In this class, they were divided into small groups of 4 to 5 people.
In this section, students understood the use of home appliances, such as laundry
processes, kitchens and bathrooms and bedrooms and budget plans for the home196.
They also studied “Good grooming” and “Childcare and Home nursing” to prepare
their future skills as housewives. For the rest of the time, students learned “Religion
and Democracy,” “American Way of Life, Culture, Customs, and Manners,”
“American history and geography,” “Religion and Democracy” and “Passports, visas,
transportation and plane travel.” These lessons allowed students to understand the
background of the American society. Practical information about the arrival to the U.S.
gave them time and knowledge to prepare the procedures to the U.S. The large
proportion of “Home making” classes suggested the focus of the school was to teach
students skills to be American housewives. They studied to be the ideal housewives in
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the U.S. society.197
Bride schools in other areas also had a similar practice in providing courses to the
students. The bride school at Camp Crawford offered six-week courses every Monday
and Wednesday. Housework skills, included, prenatal and baby care, home
management and cooking were the main content of the courses, which covered three
weeks of lessons.198 It reflected the Red Cross and the U.S. government wanted to
shape these brides as model American housewives.
From the courses and instructions offered by the school and the Kitchen Debate
among Vice President Nixon and Soviet Premier Khrushchev, the ideal family
structure and the role of housewives were shown clearly. With the variety of household
appliances, housewives in the U.S. could have an easier life in managing housework.
It showed that the American women were encouraged to leave the workplaces and
return home in the postwar society. This idea was also favorable for the society.
In addition, the courses offered in the bride school also reflected the situation of
the society. During the WWII, women were encouraged to work outside home and
contribute to the country. The icon, Rosie the Riveter was created in 1943 to represent
women working in the war industry. The United States Office of War Information also
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encouraged women to take up the position of men and devote themselves and time to
the war and government. For instance, the Douglas Aircraft Plant in Long Beach
during WWII had successfully employed 175, 000 employees, of which 40% of them
were women.199

However, as the war ended in 1945, soldiers were discharged and

fewer jobs were offered in the employment market, which pushed women to leave the
workplace. Moreover, the baby boom in the postwar period forced the women to leave
the jobs and returned to families. The statistic showed that the birth rate was only 2.3
million in the mid-1930s , but the number increased to 3.8 million in 1947, and about
4 million babies were born each year in the years from 1954 to 1964. 200 Women
needed to take back the duties of mothers and housewives after giving birth. The fact
represented the Americans wanted to form families with children in the postwar period.
Women had to serve as housewives and mothers at home to take care of the future
generations and manage the house properly for all the family members. This concept
was therefore put into the Brides schools, the courses were used to implant the ideas
to the new wives. So, they can fit into the ideal family role in the U.S. The teachers in
the bride school were not trained teachers but the wives or daughter of the GIs. They
were the role model of “American women” to teach the Japanese women to act
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properly in the U.S.201 Their identity also allowed the Japanese women to understand
their role in the family and the importance to assist husbands.
The bride school taught these Japanese women knowledge that they should know
when living in the U.S. In “G.I. Brides Go to School In Japan: Red Cross teachers
prepare them for home-making in U.S.”, published in the New York Times on
November 7, 1954, the courses in bride school were described. The Japanese brides
needed to learn cooking and other home-making skills but the most important message
they should understand was their life and society in the U.S. These Japanese brides
had to know there were different races in America society. They might face difficulties
in this new environment but they should try their best and not afraid to make mistakes.
They played an important part in their husbands’ living and families.202 These schools
helped the brides equip with practical skills but prepare their minds to face new
challenges in a new society was the most important purpose.
The GIs wanted their wives to attend the schools and believed this was good for
their living in America. In “They’re Bringing Home Japanese Wives,” published in
Saturday Evening Post on January 19, 1952, some GIs suggested how important the
school acted as a training ground before their wives go to America. “If my fiancée
could go to a school such as yours, then she will know the necessary fundamentals of
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being the wife of an American.203” It reflected the GIs appreciated the organization of
Brides school. The schools were essential to help the women to understand and prepare
their coming to the U.S. society. It also indicated that the GIs expected their wives to
become a model of American wife. They were at first attracted by these women
because of their exotic look and different characters than the American women, but
they still wished their Asian wives to be typical American women. So, they encouraged
the wives to study at the school, which explained the same expectation of the U.S.
government after the war and the general ideas of the family in the U.S. society in the
post-war period.
The American Red Cross did not stop their war brides program in Japan, and also
organized courses for the brides in the U.S. The Major Earl C. Berquist, Commanding
General of Fort Dix couple requested the Red Cross to organize “Introduction to
American Way of life” to the foreign brides. The Red Cross referred to their experience
in the class taught in other area and the lessons in the Japanese War Brides School to
design the courses for brides in Fort Dix. Students can understand the daily life, other
housework techniques and information about American citizenship in the eight-week
course. The director of Service at Military Installation suggested the courses as a
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follow up of the brides’ school204.
Publics and the couples appreciated and agreed on the Brides Schools. The
American Red Cross also had an evaluation of their performance in these years of
establishment. The operation of the Brides Schools was discussed in the meeting on
Brides Schools on August 19, 1957. It recorded the situation of war bride schools in
Tokyo from 1951 to 1953. There were seven bride schools established in Tokyo in
1951 with 160 graduates. The number rose significantly in 1955 and 1956 that 25
schools were established each year and produced 1,122 and 885 graduates respectively.
The number of schools dropped down next year to 12 and presented 533 certificates to
the Japanese wives. In these seven years, all the 102 bride schools produced 3, 979
graduates in total.205 The number of schools represented the fact that bride school was
popular among these couples. It remained its popularity after the occupation, which
meant lots of Japanese wives believed the school should be a part in their way to the
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U.S. The courses taught them the knowledge they need to know and use in the U.S.,
which helped them to adapt a new environment and understand the U.S. style. The
minutes explained the essential of bride schools by stating the schools can cause
“Interest, backing and satisfaction of husbands, contributing to better morale,” and
“Better community understanding between Japan and America.” The support from the
military community was one of the reasons to achieve success.206
Conclusion
Immigration and racial problems became important in the Cold War as they were
treated as foreign policy and were used to display the image of America. Immigration
policy can represent the U.S. as a democratic country. The Japanese war brides,
therefore, were the best examples to show the Americans welcomed people of different
races. The couples wanted to reunite in the U.S. and the U.S. government can take this
opportunity to implemented temporary Public Laws for them. It can achieve the needs
of the couples and allow the U.S. to show her democracy without making a major
change in immigration policy in a short time. The war bride school was the product
for the Japanese war brides. It taught the brides some essential skills before entering
the U.S. It was important to know that the brides learned how to be good housewives
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in the school. The women were trained to meet the expectation of the Americans. The
result of the War Brides school was satisfied that the media and the GIs husbands gave
good reviews on it. The temporary Public Laws benefited the reunion of the couples
but no other normal Asian immigrants. The immigration and nationality act of 1952
hence was a breakthrough in the 1950s. The national origin quota system allowed
Asians to immigrate according to the quotas. For the supporters, it was a significant
improvement that can balance the needs of the immigrants and the security of the U.S.
society. However, for the opponents, they believed it was discriminatory laws that
secure the country too much and isolated from the current political situation. They
wanted the supporters to understand in the critical moment in the Cold War, America
as a democratic country cannot neglect the needs of other countries. They should take
the responsibility to assist others. Although the controversial issues of the immigration
laws remained after its implementation, the 1952 immigration was an important policy
to welcome immigrants who were previously banned in the 1924 immigration act. The
Cold War situation favored the development of immigration and racial equality, people
of color in the society fought for their rights. The Japanese Americans asked for the
rights and compensation during the relocation in WWII. The Japanese war brides were
special because they were newcomers in this critical moment. The ideologies of
immigration and racial equality were not clearly defined. As a result, the war bride
school taught them to be good housewives, but they also received doubted and
130

discrimination as Japanese. However, it was still important to give notice to this group
of women because they influenced the implementation of the Public Law and the
establishment of war bride school, which had a significant role and represented the
dynamic image of American women and as a racial minority.
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Chapter 3: Every end is a new beginning: the life of the Japanese war brides in
the U.S. and policies for racial minorities
Introduction
The U.S. occupation ended in 1952 but the story of the Japanese war brides was
not settled with the end of the occupation. They moved to the U.S. and reunited with
their husbands and met their parents-in-law. The bride school taught them important
knowledge as preparation before admitting to the U.S. With the knowledge, can they
adapt the life in the states? The media doubted their marriages in the early stage of the
occupation. They questioned the stability of the marriage and did not believe they can
succeed. What was the reality the war bride need to face when they finally live in the
U.S.? Did the media predict the results correctly? Moreover, how was the immigration
law progress? 1952 marked the end of the occupation but there were still Japanese war
brides remained in Japan as they cannot meet or fulfill the requirement of Public Law
717. Was there any law these women can apply for admission? The end of the
occupation did not mean the end of all interracial marriage issues. Their life in the
states can reflect some of the results of the immigration law and the situation of the
racial minority groups in the society. This chapter shows the real scenario to answer
the doubts related to the Japanese war brides and the reflection of the society. It can
show the level of “assimilation” which the brides can achieve in the U.S.
In this chapter, archival sources are obtained from National Archives at College
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Park, Maryland. The sources are related to the war brides courses in the U.S. It shows
the goals and the reasons for the establishment. It explains the attitude of
“assimilationism” in the U.S. Other primary sources are the news reports. The news
can show the ideas of the Japanese Americans and Americans’ ideas about interracial
marriages. It can show the level of acceptance among different groups and society. All
these sources are important in displaying the life of the Japanese war brides after they
immigrated.
The significance of the Japanese war brides
People started to pay more attention to the voice of fighting for racial equality
among different racial minority groups during the 1950s. The request of changing
immigration policies, the existence of different people of color in the states, the
segregation issues towards the Blacks and the Cold War situation were some of the
factors that were pushing the needs to review the present immigration and racial
policies. For instance, the Brown v. Board of Education was one of the significant cases
in the black community for fighting against racial equality. The U.S. Supreme Court
judged the state laws were unconstitutional as it separated public schools for black and
white students. “Sperate but equal” does not exist and is clearly discrimination.207
However, the Japanese war brides were still special among all the racial minority.
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They were the product of the U.S. occupation and had a relatively different experience
than the Japanese Americans had during the WWII.
“Such is the case of Japanese Americans in the postwar period, a group often
neglected in considerations of American pluralism and postwar integration despite
the fact that the meaning and shape of Japanese American identity was caught in a
tremendous crisis……Japanese war brides were perhaps the most visible
representatives of Japanese American life in the postwar period, and they were
further attractive for being seen solely as wives and mothers unfettered by the
disturbing public history of internment.208”
Caroline Chung Simpson describes the Japanese war brides as the most visible group
among the Japanese Americans. They were not the Japanese Americans who lived in
the U.S. before WWII, so they did not experience the life in internment camps and
were excluded from this racial issue. The Japanese war brides had a less complicated
historical background than the Japanese Americans thus Simpson believed this group
can reflect how the U.S. government treated racial minority groups. Caroline Chung
Simpson’s analysis is true because there are some very clear policies and signals to
show the position of Japanese war brides. The Public Laws that allowed them to enter
the states and the bride schools established in Japan are the significant examples. The
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situation did not change when these women stayed in the states. They were still special
people in the society who affected policies and aroused interest among different groups.
The Japanese war brides’ life during the 1950s can show the results of the policies and
move that the U.S. government practiced during the occupation period.
Classes for War Brides
According to the objectives of the bride school, “Americanization program of
immigrants and racial minorities, and private schools for training young women for
marriages” were two out of the three objectives of the school.209 As a result, when a
Japanese woman planned to get married or had already been married to a GI, she was
encouraged to participate in bride school before arriving at the U.S. They learnt the
skills of housewives and understood some basic concepts about the U.S. However, as
it was not compulsory for all the war brides, some of them might not have experience
and had wrong expectation about the U.S. Under this situation, these war brides needed
to learn the important knowledge to assist their life in the states.
“As white Americans tried to negotiate the threat of black integration, and
government programs tried in vain to resettle interned Japanese Americans,
Japanese war brides provided at least one “unofficial or obscure place” out of
which the redemption of cultural pluralism, as an ideal that stabilized relations
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rather than disrupted them, would reemerge as a distinct possibility……The 1950s
transformation of the Japanese war bride from an opportunistic and ignorant alien
seeking to penetrate the suburban affluence of white America to the gracious and
hardworking middle-class housewife was an early exemplar for achieving the
integrated future in America, a halcyon story of domestic bliss and economic
mobility difficult to extract from the stories of long-time racialized citizensubjects. ”210
Caroline Chung Simpson believes the Japanese war brides could present other images
than the Japanese Americans and other racial minority groups. These women became
model housewives who served the families well and enjoyed happy and successful
lives in the society. They were the examples to show how the U.S. society taught the
Americans’ idea to racial minority during the chaotic time that the Black and the
Japanese Americans had unsolved and controversial problems remained from the start
of the WWII. The Japanese war brides were encouraged to participate in bride school
before arriving at the U.S. The U.S. government had purposely trained them to be good
housewives. The U.S. government anticipated these women to absorb Americans
values and maintain harmonious relationships with the families. It reflected giving war
brides training become essential in the Americans’ mind. As a result, courses for war
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brides were expanded from Japan to the U.S., brides from different countries were
welcomed to join.
Fort Dix in New Jersey was an example in organizing courses for war brides.
According to “Foreign-Born Wives of GI’s Americanized at Fort Dix” published in
The Evening Bulletin on December 9, 1957, this series of classes were started because
of a Japanese housewife requested method to make a pumpkin pie for her GI husband.
The director reviewed these courses were important to teach the foreign brides the
normal and everyday practice that they treated unusually to them 211 . The courses,
according to the letter dated on January 15, 1958, “Classes for Foreign-Born Wives,
Conducted at Fort Dix, New Jersey”, were a series of classes named as “An
Introduction to the American Way of Life”, which were organized in Fort Dix for
foreign brides of the military personnel. The director of Service at Military
Installations believed this kind of service is the first practice in the U.S. and it can treat
as a follow up on the Overseas bride schools212.
The field director of the American Red Cross at Fort Dix complimented the course
can act as the “melting pot”213 as there were brides from Czechoslovakia, France,
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Germany, Japan, Korea, Poland and Scotland. American Red Cross offered different
courses for the brides to prepare themselves for the society. These courses, included
privileges and obligations of American citizenship, food purchasing and preparation,
budgeting, clothing and good grooming, baby and child care, home nursing and family
relationships.214 The content of the courses reviewed the war brides were prepared to
be housewives in the U.S. Taking care of the husbands, parents-in-law and their
children were the major duties of these women. The goal remained the same as it
established in the Japanese war brides school. The Americans wanted these women to
be the ideal American women. They tried to portray the women as models that fulfill
the expectation of the society. The war brides’ participation also indicated that they
understood the needs to assimilate into the society by learning to be an American
woman. Their culture and habits were no longer important in the new society and they
should adapt to the new things in order to live in the society.
Japanese War Brides in the U.S.
Japanese war brides were special people that aroused interests among the society
and academic community. The sociologists were interested in the social and cultural
issues these women had in the U.S. “Strain and Harmony in American-Japanese War-
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Bride Marriages” which was conducted by Anselm L. Strauss and released in May
1954 was one of the studies about the Japanese war brides in the 1950s.
The living situation and the harmonious level of the Japanese war brides also
aroused the interest of sociologist. Strauss classified the “strains” the war brides might
encounter during their marriage. First, “strain attendant upon symbolic separation from
one’s family,” the American and Japanese families have a different perspective in
forming a new family. In some extreme cases, the war brides have an obligation to take
care of her family hence urged the husband to back to Japan. Second, “strain deriving
from strong institutional loyalties,” Strauss believed this would not be the biggest
problem among the couples. In this situation, either the husband or the wife has a
strong connection to some organization or religion that they are willing to devote their
time. However, it is possible that one of the sides can change and the organizations are
not usually so big that can absorb as a home activity so that the problem can be solved.
Third, “strains attendant upon career and mobility aspirations,” the Japanese women
do not have the strong determination to devote their time to career except for the family
issue. They were distracted by the society and lacked skills in developing their social
sphere. Fourth, “strains attendant upon separation from, and formation of, peer group
relations,” the involvement of friends in the couples’ living could have had add
pressure to a relationship. Putting wives into husband’s friends’ group or vice versa is
not easy as the backgrounds are different and it is also difficult to penetrate the already
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tied group. Fifth, “strains arising from the occupational transition of the male,” the
husbands need to face dilemmas after marriages because as soldiers they need to
station overseas, or they do not have other qualification except working in the military.
However, this is more an employment crisis that affects the husbands. Sixth, “strains
arising from relations with the husband’s family,” the husbands’ family’s attitude in
dealing with the war brides had a significant effect in affecting the couple’s
relationship. A harmonious relationship with parents-in-law can benefit both sides.
Even if the husbands stand the side of the family and the wives accept all the things
requested from the parents-in-law, the couples still have problems in loyalty and
conflict in managing the family issue. 215

Strauss highlights six problems the war

brides might encounter in the families. It suggests the interpersonal relationship is the
biggest problem and difficulties the war brides need to handle if they stay in the U.S.
The oral history project in the Romanzo Adams Social Research Laboratory was
another study about the war brides in Hawaii from 1953 to 1956. The researchers
conducted interviews with war brides and classified them into different categories. The
combination of the couples can be both Japanese; Japanese wife and non-Japanese
husband; European wife and Japanese husband; European wife and non-Japanese
husband; non-Japanese wife and Japanese husband and both non-Japanese. The three
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cases this paper show are all Japanese wives and some normal situations war brides
might have in the U.S.
The biggest challenge among all the war brides is the life with parents-in-law in
a new society. They arrived at the states with no other relatives except their husbands
and children. Husbands’ families will become their biggest and the only reliance. The
interaction and environment that the war brides shared with them were the keys to their
happiness and adaptation. The life of the Japanese war brides depended on their
relationship with the parents-in-law. The following cases represent the three different
situations the war brides might encounter with the husbands’ family.
Mrs. O-10 believed the key to successful interracial marriage is to “live separately
from the in-laws.” The couple and their eldest child first came to Hawaii after getting
married in December 1952. Mrs.O-10 mentioned the problems she encountered with
her mother-in-law. First, it was hard to get along with the children of her mother-inlaw. Mrs. O-10 mentioned the children of the mother-in-law always treated her son
bad and her son, therefore, became misbehaved and aggressive. Mrs. O-10 wanted to
avoid conflicts with her mother-in-law because they lived together. However, when
Mrs.O-10 complained to her husband, her husband responded by arguing with his
parents and the parents-in-law then scolded them back. Mrs. O-10 described her
mother-in-law “has no sense of shame; she never thinks that shouting is vulgar.” The
couple also had difficulties in living with the mother-in-law. The mother-in-law was
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the stepmother of Mrs.O-10 husband. The mother-in-law criticized her husband’s
biological mother and removed her husband’s name under the house they lived. The
couple believed they could not stand anymore and decided to leave in August 1955 for
a house in Pearl City. Mrs. O-10 also concluded inadequate in English caused
communication problem with her husband. However, she did attend citizenship class
for three years and received a certificate. She is now eligible to apply for citizenship
during the interview year and hopes to get special permission because her husband is
required to relocate to different bases every 3 years.216
The case of Mrs. O-58 represented a harmonious relationship with the parents-inlaw is important in a marriage. According to the case of Mrs. O-58, she appreciated
her husbands’ family for all the heartwarming actions. They welcomed her by buying
her clothes and offered her money. She enjoyed the moments with all the family’s
members of her husbands. They first visited her husband’s elder sister and her husband
when they returned to the U.S. Mrs. O-58 is flattered by the way the family of sisterin-law treated her. She received a $250 coats and suit from her. Mrs. O-58 was
surprised by the unity of her husband’s family. They organized parties for the couple
every day since they came to the U.S. She visited flower show and college with the
family. The family even encouraged her to attend college while her husband stationed
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outside the town. In the interview, Mrs.O-58 expressed her blissful and believed her
family had already received so much from them. The couple left Kentucky to Hawaii
for their new life. Mrs. O-58 still enjoyed and appreciated the life in the new place.
She attended church services, dance lessons, hang out with her Caucasian friend and
the two families always enjoyed Sunday together. It was also important that her
husband convinced her not to work but encouraged her to participate in English class
so to engage into the society. The interviewee also explained her desire to apply as a
U.S. citizen. She was required to take a 10-week course citizenship class to learn the
American Constitution and history. Mrs. O-58 concluded “To me America is a
wonderful country and my in-laws are wonderful people. I am one of the luckiest war
brides. I am very happy.”217.
The case of Mrs. A-17 further reflected the relationship with the parents-in-law
had a strong influence in the interracial marriage. The couple stayed with the parentsin-law and husband’s sister and brother’s family in Hawaii. Mrs. A-17 described the
whole family as individualistic that everyone took care of his or her own. They minded
their own business which made Mrs. A-17 felt the family did not have a strong family
tie and she was a maid at the house even no one treated her badly. However, she
believed the marriage life is better in the U.S when comparing to Japan. “I am quite
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satisfied with my marriage and very happy. If I should have married in Japan to a
Japanese man, I wouldn’t be able to live in a relaxed way as I would have to live with
in-laws and my life would not be so free.” Mrs. A-17 decided to take a 10-week course
in the citizenship school. She explained that it would be the best to attend the course
before taking the citizenship exam or otherwise they need to take a more difficult
exam.218
The three cases reflect the parents-in-law have great influence in affecting the
interracial marriage. The three cases display different levels of closeness between the
couples and the parents-in-law. Mrs. O-58 received lots of support from the parentsin-law hence she gave a very positive expression for her marriage. Mrs. A-17 had a
relatively neutral attitude in describing the relationship with the parents-in-law. She
was satisfied with the marriage because she foresaw the benefit of living in the U.S.
She enjoyed the life in the U.S. because she can live separately from the in-law, which
is a thing that cannot happen in Japan. Mrs.O-10 case shows a bad situation between
both parties. She emphasized the distance with the parents-in-law is the key to a
successful marriage. Although the family issue could have affected their perspective
about families, they all want to stay in the U.S. and are actively in joining citizenship
class and preparing for being the citizen of the U.S.
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The true stories reviewed the war brides did not have external reliance and might
even be single out of the community. These women stayed in the U.S. in different
places, some of them settled in a little village, some stayed in places that people were
curious about her identity and some also lived in a big city. These situations brought
difficulties for the brides, they did not have Japanese friends with them and felt isolated
in the place. Because of such a situation, these brides cooperated to support each other
by forming war brides club. The club was the best place to gather them and allowed
them to share experiences. This small community acted as a supporting group for them
and became essential in their life. In Chicago, The Chicago Resettlers’ Committee also
played a part in assisting the Japanese war brides in organizing war bride club. This
Committee was a group of Japanese Americans who offered help to the War Relocation
Authority (WRA) to help the internees who left the internment camp to resettle in the
city. They assisted Japanese American regarding housing and employment after
leaving the camp. They also helped Issei and Nisei and organized language and
citizenship courses to the Japanese Americans. 219 This Committee assisted the
Japanese Americans in this area. They finally extended their assistance to the Japanese
war brides by organizing the Japanese war brides club of Chicago in summer 1952. It
was believed this war brides club was the first association among war brides and was
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the biggest and most active among others as there were already 40 members at the end
of 1952. The Club was divided into North and Southside and received assistance from
the Chicago Resettlers’ Committee. They had regular bi-monthly meetings that
allowed members to perform actively as staff members or participate in different social
affairs events with their husbands.220 War brides association kept growing in the states.
Fifty wives in Chicago also organized another war brides club named as Cosmo Club.
It aimed at “getting together with other Japanese wives to help relieve the member’s
homesickness” and “planned programs to help members adjust themselves to their new
lives.” 221 The war brides club might help the war brides to some extent, but the
problems cannot vanish with the establishment of the clubs. They still faced
discrimination, adaption and marriage problems. However, the media of the U.S. and
Japan have displayed different sides of these women. The U.S. media generally
described the American-Japanese marriage were successful. The couples lived happily
and overcame all the difficulties from the parents-in-law and society. However, the
reports from JACL showed other pictures of the Japanese war brides. The marriages
were not that stable as the Americans’ description and some problems remained
unsolved.
“Pursuit of Happiness by a GI and a Japanese: Marriage surmounts barriers of
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language and intolerance” published in Life on February 21, 1955, represented the
society adopted an open-minded or even welcome interracial marriage between
Americans and Japanese. When comparing to the media reports that were published in
the earlier time during the occupation, this report describes interracial marriage can be
successful and all the problems the couples encountered during their marriage can
strengthen the relationship. In the report, the story of Frank Pfeiffer and Sachiko
Pfeiffer was presented. It described the difficulties the couples faced in the U.S. When
the couple returned to America, they stayed with Mr. Pfeiffer’s mother. The motherin-law at first anticipated their coming. However, Sachiko cannot speak English, the
communication problem between the mother-in-law and daughter-in-law intensified
the difficulties and time they shared together. They argued for taking care of and
teaching children. When Sachiko helped a Japanese woman, who had been dumped by
her husband, the situation became worse as it increased the burden of the family budget.
The two women also enjoyed their time together and always had conversations in
Japanese. According to Sachiko, Mr. Pfeiffer’s mother cannot tolerate the Japanese
language anymore thus the couples left home. The couples had a difficult life after they
lived by themselves. The first place they had moved to was full of hatred to Japanese.
Sachiko was insulted by calling “That dirty Jap.” The family also received threats of
expelling from the community. They had to overcome discrimination from the
neighbors and family’s financial problem. Mrs. Pfeiffer had to work at a shirt factory
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for their family and gained USD$40 per week. She had no skills in sewing at the
beginning but soon learned it in a week and slowly became the best worker. The
couples and their children anticipated their new life and prepared to start a new life by
building a shell house in Melrose Park, but the situation was not the same as they
thought. Their neighbors had bad experiences in the WWII, some fought against the
Japanese and Nazis during the war, and some were born in the deep South, so they had
the sense of superior and avoided people of color. Another difficulty they had was the
discrimination from the neighbors. The neighbors at the beginning were curious about
Sachiko but later recognized her as a polite and kind woman whom they can share
happy moments. In the last part of the report, the reporter mentioned how the couples
gathered with the mother-in-law. Mrs. Pfeiffer missed the couple and the grandchildren
and spied them. After four years of individual living without mother-in-law, they
visited her again and constructed their relationship again. Sachiko also found that it
was necessary to visit her mother-in-law because she believed they did wrong in the
past. The couples visited Mrs. Pfeiffer after four years and Sachiko asked her husbands
to get the permission before entering Mrs. Pfeiffer’s house. The family finally had a
great reunion and Mrs. Pfeiffer wished other to have a good wedding just like his son.
Sachiko concluded that she enjoyed the living in the U.S. Returning to Japan was not
what she expected and believed America would be her home forever. The reporter
mentioned the couples did not worry about the future life and the woman believed she
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had integrated into the society to become a member of America.222
“Where are Those Japanese War Brides?”, which was published in Saturday
Evening Post by William L. Worden on November 20, 1954, also reflected the public’s
positive recognition of the American-Japanese marriage. Worden gave a firm answer
to explain the relationship. “Did the marriages of some 15, 000 American soldiers to
Japanese women in the last half dozen years work out? The answer is yes—provided
that there was intelligence, willingness and plenty of gaman[grin-and -bear-it].”223
Rev. U. G. Murphy of Seattle,which was a former missionary also praised the Japanese
women and believed they could perform well in the marriage.
“There are not many separations. The Japanese woman has no hesitation in taking
a man for better or worse—especially the latter. Very few people anywhere have
as much gaman as the Japanese wife. So far, in every case that I handled, the man
has been to blame when there was a separation…and the American public is
accepting the Japanese war brides far better than most of us had hoped…”224
However, these Japanese women are not Issei and Nisei who had rooted in the U.S.
They were treated as newcomers in the society and did not share similar backgrounds
as them hence cannot integrate into their community. Issei as the first generation in the
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U.S. treated the war brides as street girls and women who have low social status. Nisei
as the second generation usually received a higher education level while the
educational opportunities of the war brides are interrupted during the war. The two
groups had developed a firm imagination of these brides, which hindered the
involvement of the war brides into the developed Japanese community. However, the
problems of joining the existing Issei or Nisei’s communities did not affect the war
brides’ life in the U.S. They integrated into the society as normal women in the U.S.,
“they’re working. A Seattle clothing from prefers them for fine work on power
sewing machines; an importing firm tries to find them for office work. They’ re
even driving automobiles, which women almost never do in Japan…They argue
with other housewives over the quality of vegetables or the sad condition of the
ready-cut steaks”. The term, “War Bride” can no longer label these Japanese
women, they learn American’s culture, develop their career and perform well as
housewives, no one can find them because “Japanese brides they’ve just
disappeared.””225
The U.S. media generally described the war brides as strong and patience women who
can overcome all the problems. They were isolated and discriminated against in the
beginning. However, they can solve all the difficulties and will be appreciated by the
families and neighbors. The women were willing to devote their time to the families.
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They wanted to fix the problems with parents-in-law and prejudices from the society.
They tried their best to serve the family and performed well in the jobs so to let other
understand Japanese war brides were strong and capable women. The images of the
Japanese war brides portrayed in these two reports suggest the U.S. media in the 1950s
wanted the public to appreciate the Japanese women. They promoted the positive
image so to encourage the public to accept the minority groups.
The Japanese American media in the U.S. provided more factual data about the
situation of the Japanese war brides. They reported more problems the war brides
encountered in the new society. “Only 10 pct. of Japan war brides seek welfare agency
assistance” published in Pacific Citizen on November 7, 1958, shows the problems the
war brides encountered in the U.S. Pacific Citizen is a newspaper of JACL that
reported the situation of the Japanese in the states. In the article, the reporter reported
Kenji Nakane, who was the director of the Japanese American Service Committee’s
presentation in managing war brides’ cases. Kenji received 65 cases last nine months.
Among all these cases, twelve resulted in divorce, eight decided to stay apart from
husbands, four needed help from mental institutions, one returned to Japan, eight no
longer required counseling services and thirty-two were in pending process. From the
Japanese perspective, the marriages were not as optimistic as the Americans’ describe.
Others did not yet review, or the couples did not want to share the hindrances outside
the family. The success rate among all the cases was so rare that the reporter described
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a successful case as “one ray of sunshine.” However, “these gloomy statistics is the
disclosure that one of the marital discords ended happily for all concerned after five
years of counselling on this particular case.”226 Only one successful case can arouse
such excitement among the organization can be a strong argument in challenging the
picture presented by the U.S. society. They used five years to assist the couples in a
successful result but this cannot be guaranteed in other cases because all the situations
are different.
“Soldier brides in Orange County loom as community problem, JACS revel”
published in Pacific Citizen on September 1, 1961, again displayed the problems the
war brides encountered in the society. The biggest problem remained the same. The
brides had difficulties in integrating into the society and felt complicated to adapt
American life. They were isolated from the existing Japanese American communities
and the groups in which their husbands participated. A war bride club will be the best
solution to gather people with the same interest.227 They can share similar experiences
as they have similar backgrounds and treats in the states. The war brides had
difficulties in integrating with other Japanese Americans could also relate to the
perspectives on intermarriages. Issei as the first generation immigrant in the U.S. had
a strong sense in opposing interracial marriage. They did not find Americans attractive
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and did not appreciate their “independence.” The family also would not support the
intermarriage. Nisei as the second generation also had a similar attitude towards the
marriages. Their parents told them intermarriage could not be successful and prevent
their children from contacting non-Japanese. The racial superiority among Japanese
was another hindrance in stopping intermarriage. Moreover, a group of Japanese, Kibei,
who were born in the U.S. but received education in Japan and returned to the U.S.
afterward, maintained the Japanese style and had difficulties in integrating into the U.S.
society. They might even have a stronger opposition in intermarriage issue.228 The
interracial marriage among the Japanese war brides and GIs contradicted some of the
marriage ideas about the Japanese Americans, and therefore it was not difficult to
imagine the problems the war brides in joining the existing Japanese American
communities.
The Japanese organization also concerned the issue of the war brides. Japanese
American Citizens League(JACL) was one of the organizations that assist the situation
of the war brides. During the National Conference of Social Work, Mike Masaoka
represented the JACL of Washington expressed the concern of these women. He
explained that there were 26, 000 war brides in the U.S., which occupied 1/6 of the
Japanese ancestry in the U.S. The amount was so significant that it cannot be neglected.
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Masaoka pointed out most of these women did not encounter big problems and adapt
the life but some U.S. media focused on the problems the couples had. They
emphasized the problems in interracial marriage and focus on tragedies, such as
suicide cases. Masaoka believed the situation in the Deep South would be more serious
as the mindset of racial segregation was implanted and some states prohibited
interracial marriage. 229 According to Masaoka, the prejudices toward the Japanese
war brides were not disappeared and misunderstandings remained.
Although there was news described the bad scenarios the Japanese war brides
encountered, the successful cases the U.S. media reported were significant and were
mostly published in some of the popular media, included, Saturday Evening Post and
Life. However, the Japanese media reported the majority situation the war brides
needed to tackle. They were stressful and not always had happy marriages because
they did not always receive support from the husbands’ families.
After the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952
The 1952 immigration act granted some quotas for the Japanese war brides to
reunite with their husbands. It was recorded that there were about two thousand to five
thousand war brides apply as immigrants annually and occupied 80 percent of all
Japanese migrants.230
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The immigration and nationality act of 1952 did grant some quotas for Japanese.
However, it was still base on nation and origins system. President Truman vetoed the
laws and strongly encouraged the Congress to understand the discriminative details.
The discussion about the immigration laws and the response from different parties led
to the implementation of the immigration and nationality act of 1965. War brides were
not restricted under the quota system.
The controversial issue
With the implementation of the 1952 immigration act, the Japanese war brides
can enter the U.S. and later became eligible to apply as citizens. However, some of the
existing laws did not prepare and matched with the anticipation of the Cold War
situation. The state laws in the Southern States continued to discriminate against racial
minority groups. Interracial marriage was not legal in all states. It showed the
controversial situation in the whole country. The federal law applies to the national
level, but the state law applies to the specific state only. As a result, the state law can
sometimes be contradicted to the federal law. The Japanese war brides can represent
this contradictory situation. The U.S. government opened the quotas to accept more
Asian immigrants and some of them were war brides from Asian countries. These
couples got married and prepared for reunion in the new society. They had processed
the entire legal requirement and officially became husbands and wives. The federal
government and the state government were not on the same page in settling policies
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related to the racial minorities. The federal government reviewed the laws and tried to
make sure the laws can fulfill the direction of the Cold War circumstance. However,
the state government focused more on the local side and cared about their situations.
The contradicted laws were another level of difficulties the couples needed to tackle
after they enter the U.S.
Interracial marriage in the states
The marriage laws were especially important and can significantly reflect the
position of the society. The ways the state treated interracial couples can show the
attitude of the state governments’ views towards issue related to racial equality. The
situation in the South was significant because the segregation idea was deeply
implanted among the Sothern states. It was not surprising that the marriage laws in the
Southern states prohibited interracial marriage. However, the voices for urging to
review the existing marriage laws were the good sign to show the government began
to propose a positive action towards the road in fighting civil rights for people of color.
Public Laws 213 and 717 allowed the Japanese war brides to immigrate to the
U.S. according to the limited period. The Immigration and Nationality act of 1952 also
allowed Japanese women to enter the U.S. following the quota system. However, the
marriage problems remained in the states because not all the state governments
permitted interracial marriage. It was until 1967 when Loving v. Virginia became the
court case and the decision announced the state violated the Equal Protection and Due
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Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment. Interracial marriage was finally
allowed in all states.231
The Loving couple, an African American woman and a white man got married in
the District of Columbia in June 1958 and they decided to apply for a marital abode in
Caroline County in Virginia after the marriage. However, the grand jury announced
the couple violated the state laws as interracial marriage was banned. The Loving
couples received a sentence for 25 years and were asked to leave and cannot stay
together in Virginia for 25 years. The couple later appealed their case to the state trial
court for the judgment that was against to the Fourteenth Amendment. Their case was
finally reached to the highest state court on February 11, 1965. It was argued that the
couples violated the section of 258 and 259 of the Virginia Code. The couples violated
the laws by “leaving State to evade law.” It states that if a white person and a person
of color attempt to get married outside the state and return as man and wife will be
punished. The offender will be sentenced to the penitentiary at least for a year or not
more than five years. The judge believed marriage as a basic civil right of man. Using
racial to classify people was a violation of the fundamental idea of the Fourteenth
Amendment. The choice of marriage should be based on the choice of an individual
that the States have no right to interference and deprive.232
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The real-life situation mentioned the interracial marriage case was complicated
in the states. Although the couple was citizens of the U.S., they were still treated as
illegal and guilty because of the different races. The problem the American GI and the
Japanese women would be more complicated and controversial. The movie Sayonara
released in 1957 can mention a similar idea that the romantic relationship between
American GI and Japanese woman can be still as taboo. The story between the Ace Air
Force pilot Major Lloyd Gruver and the Japanese actress Hana-Ogi reviewed the
difficulties they encountered during the U.S. occupation and the Korean War period.
Gruver was stationed in Kobe, Japan and did not believe the marriage between
Americans and Japanese. He persuaded his colleague Joe Kelly not to marry a Japanese
because of the different backgrounds and the military disapproval of the marriage
application. However, when he met Hana-Ogi, he discovered that he fell in love with
this woman and the prejudice against the American men and Japanese women was not
fair. The couple had to face difficulties as other couples. The Japanese had a negative
attitude towards the women. Hana-Ogi was relocated to Tokyo by her company
because they discovered her relationship with an American. The American GIs also
found problems in getting married and sending their wives to the U.S. When the
military knew Gruver and Kelly established relationships with Japanese women, they
were forced to relocate and separate with the women. Kelly refused the order and chose
to commit suicide with his wife. The tragedy aroused the real thought of Gruver and
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made him give up all the prejudice and superior thought and try to maintain the
relationship with Hana-Ogi233.
The movie can represent a real problem the couples faced. Even the laws granted
permission for the American husband to bring his wife with him, the military still
tended to prohibit the relationship. The military officers had prejudice toward the
interracial relationship between the GIs and the Japanese women. Personal bias would
not change according to the law. There was no united idea towards interracial
relationship or marriage. The government established temporary Public Laws to the
Japanese war brides but not all the states were ready for the change. The Loving v.
Virginia was a real story to display the controversial situation in the U.S. The
immigration laws seemed to open a door for the couples to reunite. In reality, different
departments and states governments continued to adopt their policies according to their
perspectives. It was until the abolishment of banning of interracial marriage in all states
and the implementation of the immigration and nationality act of 1965, the couples can
enjoy relative equal treatment in the society in the governmental level.
The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 (Hart-Cellar Act)
Fighting for the equality right for interracial marriage did not mean the request of
immigration law reform stopped. There was no conflict in striving for changing both
laws. The immigration act of 1952 was passed and implemented under the veto of
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President Truman. President Truman believed it was discriminatory towards the
immigrants who were escaping from dictatorial regimes. The country was
overprotective and neglected the needs to fight for democracy and helping other
countries in the postwar period. President Truman believed the U.S. had a special role
in the situation and should try hard to promote democracy and be the representative of
a democratic country.
As President Truman did not satisfied with the immigration act and the government
still had discussions on the immigration issues, Whom we shall welcome was the report
published under the request of President Truman after the implementation of the
Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952. It evaluated the present immigration policies
and the principles of immigration in the U.S. It was significant as some of the ideas
had become the basis of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965. The 1952
Immigration act was criticized as a more restrictive law than the previous immigration
laws. It was mentioned the U.S. had a different position, as “the new circumstance of
American leadership in the world rivalry between democratic freedom and Communist
tyranny.”234 The national origin system is the weakness that leads to the attack from
Communist countries. Radio Moscow called for attention from the whole Southeast
Asian countries in challenging the racial issues in the U.S.
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“The new immigration-restriction bill is very similar to the Nazi theory of racial
superiority…The McCarren-Walter law, which has been adopted by the United
States Congress, provides further discrimination and restrictions on foreign
nationals who enter the United States. However, the law is only one of many things
which show the contempt of the American ruling circles, and which spread racial
prejudice among the people of the United States against the Asian people.235”
The previous immigration act received serious criticism. As a result, the new
immigration act should be friendly to immigrants and should able to display the
ideology of freedom and democracy. The new act abolished the national and racial
origins system and granted quotas to different countries. It classified people into
various visa categories and regulated that the government can only issue 170, 000 visas
per year. “Immediate relatives”, which means children, spouses and parents who are
at least 21 years old of a U.S. citizen and “special immigrants”, such as person who
was born in an independent country in the Western Hemisphere or in the Canal Zone,
employee of the U.S. government abroad and former U.S. citizens., etc., are not
restricted into the numerical restriction.236
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Table 3: Wives of U.S. citizens (from Japan) from 1952 to 1968
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Annual year (Year ended June 30)

Wives of U.S. Citizens (from Japan)

1952- 1953

2, 042

1953-1954

2, 802

1954-1955

2, 843

1955-1956

3, 661

1956-1957

5, 003

1957-1958

4, 841

1958-1959

4, 412

1959-1960

3, 887

1960-1961

3, 176

1961-1962

2, 677

1962-1963

2, 745

1963-1964

2, 653

1964-1965

2, 350

1965-1966

1, 991

1966-1967

1, 821

1967-1968

1, 845
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The immigration acts were important to the war brides. Since the implementation of
the immigration and nationality act of 1952, the Japanese war brides can apply to enter
the U.S. throughout the year according to the regulation. The table shows the number
of Japanese wives immigrated to the U.S. after the implementation of immigration acts
of 1952 and 1965. The number meets the peak in the annual year 1956- 1957, which
was the fourth annual year after the implementation of the immigration act of 1952.
The number gradually decreased from about four thousand women to nearly two
thousand women in the annual year of 1967-1968. However, the number of incoming
people still maintained a reasonable and stable trend in the 1950s and 1960s. It showed
that the changing in immigration acts was important for the interracial couples,
especially for the Japanese war brides as they did not need to wait for another
temporarily Public Laws to reunite with her husbands. The immigration act was an
important door to show the government’s attitude in welcoming the immigrants. They
should be first able to enter the U.S. before applying as citizens. It was the first step of
the process of promoting racial equality. In addition, interracial couples other than GIs
and Japanese war brides can enjoy the immigration law. The U.S. government
continued to send soldiers to station in various Asian countries throughout the whole
Cold War period. There will be more interracial marriages among GIs and Asian
women. These couples can apply for reunion under the immigration law and no need
to fight and wait for the specific laws for war brides as the Japanese war brides needed.
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The 1965 immigration law provided a more convenient way to the overseas GIs and
their spouses and people from other countries. The reform showed the government did
pay attention and tried to match the current needs in the circumstances.
Conclusion
According to the media reports and the oral history records, the Japanese war
brides generally enjoyed their life in the states. The media gave them a positive review
and believed they were successful in assimilating into the society. The Japanese war
brides also found that they wanted to keep staying in the states with their husbands. As
a result, the immigration law was important in bringing them to the U.S. The bride
schools and the characters of the Japanese women also helped them to live in the new
society. The racial minority groups in the U.S. started to fight more for equal rights.
The rights of the African Americans and the Japanese Americans aroused more
awareness in the society as there were more court cases released. However, the road
for having racial equality just started and the results were not yet announced.
Moreover, the immigration law reform was continued. The 1965 immigration law
was a big contrast to the former 1924 and 1952 law. The national origins system was
demolished thus more people can apply for admission. This improvement benefited
war brides of different countries and people of different categories. The changes of the
Japanese war brides, racial minority groups and immigration law were in a positive
direction in which the government and society could anticipate.
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Conclusion
The Japanese war brides were significant because they were the group of people
who were generated under the U.S. occupation. The Japanese war brides were the
participants of interracial marriages under the U.S. occupation; they were the subjects
and the beneficiaries in enjoying and seeing the reform of the immigration laws; they
were the targets to be “assimilate” into the U.S. society.
The reform of the immigration law was complicated and required long time
procedures. Each immigration act had linkage with the previous one thus made the
situation more complicated. The Immigration and Naturalization Act of 1924 used
national origins to determine which racial groups can apply for immigration. However,
the two previous nationality laws established in 1790 and 1870 prohibited Asians to
be naturalized. All the Asians, included the Japanese were not allowed to admit to the
U.S. Moreover, the unofficial agreement, Gentleman’s agreement between the
Japanese government and the U.S. government in 1907 further diminished Japanese to
immigrant to the U.S.238 Under these circumstances, the Japanese cannot admit to the
U.S. However, the existence of the Japanese war brides provided a different picture
for immigration policies under this complex background. The Japanese war brides
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were the witnesses in seeing the reform of the immigration policies. They can
experience and enjoy the immigration policies after the reformation.
The U.S. occupation was the key period in causing such series issues about
immigration policies and “assimilationism” related to the Japanese War Brides. First,
the Cold War situation provided a background for the U.S. government to concern
about the immigration policies. To Secure These Rights was the report requested by
President Truman about the civil rights situation in the U.S. The committee believed
“the existence of discrimination against minority groups in this country has an adverse
effect upon our relations with other countries……We will have better international
relations when these reasons for suspicion and resentment have been removed.239” As
a result, the government had to tackle the racial discrimination situation in the U.S.
Immigration policy therefore could be one way to show the U.S. welcomed people of
different races. Moreover, the “Veto of Bill To Revise the Laws Relating to
Immigration, Naturalization, and Nationality” issued by President Truman in 1952
suggested,
“We do not need to be protected against immigrants from these countries--on the
contrary we want to stretch out a helping hand, to save those who have managed to
flee into Western Europe, to succor those who are brave enough to escape from
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barbarism, to welcome and restore them against the day when their countries will, as
we hope, be free again.240”
Moreover, the report Whom shall we welcome also upon the request by President
Truman and released in 1953 mentioned,
“Our immigration policy with respect to particular national or racial groups, will
inevitably be taken as an indication of our general attitude toward them, especially
as an indication of our appraisal of their standing in the world. It will, therefore,
shape their attitude toward us and toward many of our other policies.241 ”
The two quotations showed a very clear sign that the immigration law was the foreign
policy to defeat and defend the communist countries. Immigration law reform can
show the U.S. government’s improvement in accepting and helping people who
wanted to escape from the ruthless regime. If the U.S. government can adjust the
immigration law properly, communist countries, such as the USSR cannot attack them
in the name of racial equality and it also helped to display the positive and the level of
democracy the U.S. government was. The immigration policy in the Cold War period,
therefore, was not only domestic policies but also foreign policies that used to show
the power of the U.S.
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When it came to the U.S. occupation, the Japanese war brides thus became the
characters to display the reformation of the immigration law. Although SCAP did not
have direct influence in causing the reform of the immigration laws, the policies related
to fraternization did have an indirect connection in promoting the marriages between
the GIs and the Japanese women thus it could lead to the future reformation in
immigration policies and benefit the Japanese war brides. Fraternization during the
U.S. occupation was not a taboo but SCAP still wanted to limit the interaction between
the GIs and Japanese women. From the press release from Public Relations Office of
the General Headquarters, United States Army Forces, Pacific, saying “[the contact
between the forces and the Japanese] could not be enforced, would not solve the
problem and would be violative of the inherent self-respect and personal rights of the
American soldier.242”, indicated the possibility of the interracial marriage between the
GIs and the Japanese women. The marriage procedures were also complicated, which
required lots of supporting documents to process. They needed to attach a list of
documents during the application, after the application and in the marriage registration.
The unclear attitude from SCAP and the complicated marriage procedures indicated
interracial marriages were not encouraged and not favorable in the perspective of the
U.S. government. However, interracial marriages between GIs and Japanese women
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still existed in the occupation period, which led to the start of the immigration policies
for the Japanese war brides.
The first immigration policy for Japanese war brides was Public Law 213, which
was implemented in 1947. The other two immigration laws for Japanese war brides,
Public Law 450 and Public Law 717 were later released in 1948 and 1950 respectively.
However, these immigration laws were temporary laws that did not have relation with
the existence of the immigration act, which meant only Japanese women who planned
and got married to GIs could apply for immigration. Despite this limitation, it was a
significant breakthrough because it opened the door for Asian to enter the U.S. and it
represented the U.S. government understood the needs to open space for people in Asia.
As there were time limitations in these laws, not all Japanese war brides can fulfill the
requirement before the deadlines. According to the Public Law 717, which was the last
immigration law specialized for the Japanese war brides would only provide non-quota
immigrants to the Japanese war brides if the couples can finish their marriage six
months before the enactment of the law.243 As a result, there were still numbers of
them cannot reunite with their husbands in the states. Some of the couples applied for
private bills to see the possibility to admit to the states and some waited for the
enactment of another immigration law. It was until 1952, the implementation of the
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Immigration and Naturalization Act of 1952 gave them a chance to apply for
immigration again. The immigration law reform can show that the Japanese war brides
were the targets, the beneficiaries and also the subjects in the process. The Public Laws
showed that these women were the targets and the subjects in showing the U.S.
government started to notice the needs of the Asians. The Japanese war brides as a
significant group during the U.S. occupation had an emergent and a legitimate reason
for requesting some special laws for them. In the Cold War period, immigration
policies were more than domestic policies but diplomatic policies. By reforming the
immigration law, the U.S. government can display the level of democracy, freedom
and racial equality situations in the U.S. society. Two years after the Public Law 717,
the Japanese war brides can apply for immigration to the U.S. The Immigration and
Naturalization Act of 1952 became the possible way for both Japanese war brides and
people from other countries, including countries that were previously prohibited from
admitting to the U.S. to be U.S. citizens. The 1952 immigration act was controversial
because the opponents believed it was a discriminatory policy as the national origins
were used to be the base of the quota system. The veto from President Truman further
showed how politician reviewed and disagreed with the policy. Immigration law was
reformed after thirteen years until the implementation of Immigration and
Naturalization Act of 1965, it finally demolished the national origins system thus
applicants can admit to the U.S. according to the quotas granted to the country or the
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requirement of the non-quota immigrants. The Japanese war brides were “disappeared”
in the 1960s because the U.S. occupation ended in 1952. The immigration act of 1965
not only benefited these group of women but provided an opportunity to other
interracial couples during the Cold War period when more GIs were sent to station in
different Asian countries.
To conclude, the immigration policies were more generous from 1924 to 1965.
The Japanese war brides were the gap to remind the needs to revise the laws. Their
situation coordinated with the urge to reform immigration law under the Cold War
pressure. As a result, the Japanese war brides became the subjects and witness in the
whole process of the immigration law reform.
The Japanese war brides were also the representatives in showing
“assimilationism” in the U.S. society. The Christian Women’s Association organized
the first War Bride school after the implementation of Public Law 213 and later
established another war bride school after the Public Law 717. 244 This action
represented the war bride school had political duty in training or teaching the war
brides some skills and knowledge before immigrating to the U.S. Moreover, when the
American Red Cross replaced the Christian Women’s Association to organize war
bride school, specific objectives of the school were listed, “1) Americanization
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program of immigrants and racial minorities and; 2) private schools for training young
women for marriages245” were two out of the three objectives of the school. It can
further prove the Japanese war brides were prepared to be “assimilated” into the U.S.
society. After receiving the education in the school, they can understand and learn to
be housewives that can fulfill the Americans’ perspective. According to the timetable
of the War Bride school, the homemaking classes occupied most of the time of the
classes period.246 It can further explain the Japanese war brides were the group of
people to display the level of “assimilation” they can be. The article, “They’re
Bringing Home Japanese Wives,” published in Saturday Evening Post on January 19,
1952, mentioned the teachers of the Red Cross Bride school were daughters and wives
of the military forces or businessmen. They were the best representatives to show the
model of American housewives. Also, in the article, a GI suggested “if my fiancée
could go to a school such as yours, then she will know the necessary fundamentals of
being the wife of an American.247” The reaction of the fiancé reflected the American
husband recognized the importance of bride school and the necessary to be an
American housewife. The media’s reports in the 1950s after the U.S. occupation gave
a more detailed description of the perspectives of the bride school and the stories of
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the Japanese war brides. The media believed these interracial couples can have
successful marriages and were able to overcome all the problems. For instance,
“Pursuit of Happiness by a GI and a Japanese: Marriage surmounts barriers of
language and intolerance” published in Life on February 21, 1955, suggested Mr. and
Mrs. Pfeiffer can overcome all the problems with mother-in-law, neighborhood and
financial and finally enjoy a harmonious life in the U.S.248 The news article published
in Saturday Evening Post on November 29, 1954, “Where are Those Japanese War
Brides?” gave a very confirm answer in saying in the Japanese war brides were
successful in adapting the life in the U.S. “The term, “War Bride” can no longer label
these Japanese women, they learn American’s culture, develop their career and
perform well as housewives, no one can find them because “Japanese brides they’ve
just disappeared.249” The reporter praised the Japanese women’s abilities in staying in
the society. They did what the normal American women perform in the society. The
society can no longer use “war bride” to label them or distinguish them in the society.
The “assimilationism” of the Japanese war brides according to the mainstream of
the U.S. media and society was successful. The happy ending of the interracial couples
was projected to the public. However, are all stories success? Is it true that all the
couples maintain a harmonious relationship? A recent documentary, “Fall Seven
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Times, Get Up Eight: The Japanese War Brides”, which is published in 2015
interviewed war brides about their marriage stories and life in the U.S. Just as the name
of the documentary, “Fall Seven Times, Get Up Eight”, a Japanese proverb implies
you should try one more time when you failed. The Japanese war brides had lots of
difficulties in the new society, life was not what the brides expected. These brides get
married to the GIs because of different reasons. Some believed the GIs could be good
husbands; some wanted to leave Japan because they cannot see the future in Japan.
The reality was not the dreams they thought. They had problems with their in-laws,
life in the U.S. was not as fancy as what they saw in Japan. In the 1950s, the
segregation situation in the society was still intense. The Japanese war brides as Asian
were located at the middle between the white and the black. They were a racial
minority group that occupied a small proportion in the U.S. To avoid conflict was the
brides’ goal thus they needed to assimilate into the society quickly. The new
environment brought them lots of challenges. After years of living in the states, these
war brides had overcome the problems and they agreed on themselves as Americans.250
The documentary shows the real stories of these brides. It was true that some brides
assimilated into the society just as the U.S. media reported.
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On the other hand, the process was not as simple and easy as the media said. Not
all of them had a successful marriage; not all the in-laws welcomed the brides, they
had to fight by themselves. The real stories of the brides were complicated, but at least
the assimilation part reflected the reality. Assimilation was their key to survive in the
States.
The Japanese war brides were a group of people who witnessed and be the
subjects of “assimilation” and under the immigration law reform. The immigration law
opened the door to people from different countries. It represented the openness of the
government and the gradual changes in treating racial minority groups. By only
looking at this perspective, the U.S. started to be friendlier to racial groups in
immigration law. The society was in slow progress in accepting multi-cultural. By
welcoming people of different races in various counties, the society can develop multiculturalism in the future. At the same time, the bride school was used to “Americanize”
and “assimilate” foreign women to be the ideal American housewives. The response
from the media and GI husbands and the follow-up action done in the U.S. reflected
people were satisfied with the results and the performance. The Japanese war brides
were a small group of people who existed from the 1940s to the 1950s, but they
participated, experienced and involved as subjects in “assimilationism” in the society
and under the immigration law reform in the governmental level. Their reflection and
points of view should not be neglected but to be studied and focused.
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